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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the single most important assumption,
of modern theories about the self is that the
maintenance and enhanceme4 of the perceived self
is the motive behind allpehavior. (PurkeSf, 1970,
p. 10)

No one, of course, can- ever eliimb into another's
skin, or see this con/struct we call self, *but we
can infer that self in a number of ways: Two of
these ways'are:71) "self-reports," that which cart\
be inferred frOm an individual's statements about A.
himself; and 2) ?observations," that hick can be

C.6--L
inferreditrom the individual's behavi I . (Puckey,
1970, p. 78) a

',.

With the advent of ESEA Title I programs, evaluation
) 4

requirements have inluded the self-concept of the pupil.

as an objective to be measured.

has'meit4often been the vehicle

The studeni, self-report

through .which charge or-

growth in self-concept has been de,tiqxmined. A few evalu--

ation projects have used student reported attitude and

interest scales as indices of self-conde -Oudgments by

significant adults within the learningttqvironment
IR,

teachers, administrators) sometimes haVe been included

through the process of the teacher projecting how

individual students will respond and determining the dis-

crepancy between student response and adult projection.

k

4
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Few, Studies have attempted to driclude syStematic observation.r

of displayed student self-concept within the operational)

environment.

Educaking' 'learners is a social proCeas. Abundant

evidence' exists that selconcept strongly influences

; 1

. t
behaviors in leaAing epVirments as' well- as delimits Or

.

promotes achievement and success. Althciugh the present

'trend in education is toward personalization and

individualization of-learning, elementary student members

continue to be assembled in groups. Education remains

group-oriented in relation to administrative, evaluative,

and organizational factors. Teachers are responsible for

and held accountable to some degree for particular groups

of elementary students. Individual students, exhibit and

reflet attitudes, values and beliefs that,formulate

descriptive- factors of the)group as a whole: The self -

concept
.;

and self-evaluation of elementary students depends

to a large extent on what values, attitudes, behaviors and'

ibelfefs are acceptable to the groin. The concept the child

has of himself Is modified by tie concept he has of the

group and the group has of him. ThJrself-concept as

exhibited by the group i.epresent\an area that is signifi-

cant in the rning process of }elementary children.

In hn academic enliironment a post.tive,self-concept

is often the determining faceir in successfully reaching'

potential achievement (Coopersmith, 1959). Research has

.
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e'prOduCed evidence that people who like themselves'also like

other's (Berger, '1950) and that people who think lie highly

of themselves are effective-to'a greater extent in group

situa ions-(kussen and Porter, '1959)':" It has also been

judge 4ka..t persons-with a positive evaluation of the self

-are si6nif4cantly less anxious than are those persons with

a low self-evaluation (CoO'persmith, 1959).

$ "The self . . . is essentially, a social structure

and it arises in social experience .1. . it is impossible

to ,conceive of a self arising outside of'social experience"

(Mead, .1934, p. 140).

In recent years pupils ha.s.;'e, been increasingly exposed-

to educational experiences which eMphasize social and
, .

''.iemotiona growth as well as new approaches to cognitive

dev lopment. Despite the added'expectations, the total

growth of the pupils within the proposed innovative prac-

.tices are often determined by the traditional cognitive

measures alone. Programs, become defunct due to myths that

these areas cannot be measured and by th lack of use ofbe
.

available instruments that measure the affective domain.

,As self-concepts are developed in relation to

interactions belVeen'and among irOup members, it is.
*

important 'to oo make an accurate observation of the total

group's self-concept, #s well as attempt to gain information

concerning individuals. To systematically observe a group

of elementary students in a learning situation allows the
._/\

trained observer to record overt behavior.



rhferenCe is a valuable tool for scientific

endeavors when reliability has been established between

and within observers. (Courson, 1965) ,Data. obtained by

using a systematic observation schedule are used for

making judgments about how the observed group views its

academid,achievement\and social transactions. The'data

further reveal the anxiety level in relation to the pre-

scribed instructional facilitators, materials and setting.

Statement of the Problem

An instrument purporting to measure the'self-,

concept of elementary students in a learning situation-

through the means of systematic observations was judged as

a need in 1934by,George. Mead (Mead, 1934). Ark examination

of research on self-concept an.dan analysis of instruments

purporting to measure self - concept revealed no observation

i5f4oup self-concept instruments that deal with elementary

school children. ,

. 'the purpose of this study was tp develop an instru-
.

ment which,\would record the observations of group self-

concept. The instrument, was to contain items which allowed

accurate description of overt behaviors of self-concept

expressed by elementary

(

students.in grades four tgiough

six.

A secondary purpose of,the study was to develop

a self-report instrument that wodld parallel the indicators

4
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in, the observationAschedule through items, expressed in

behavioral statements.

Significance of the Problem

The self - concept phenomena can serve education
in two ways: a) as a Rsychological construct which
enables teachers, counselors, parents and others bilo
achieve with training deeper underdtandings and-
insights into the behavior and development of-

. children, and b) as a vital and important aspect
of learning and development which the school
through As eduaatiOnal paocesses seeks to prdMote
and foster in every child. (Perkins, 1958, p:220)

An observation of group self - concept. schedule could

be an impor)tant contribution, to the field of measurement

in elementary education. Data from a systematicl-descrip-

tive observatioh schedule are the media through which'

descriptiorCand evaluation can take place in the area of
Om% ;

self-concept in the elementary schools.

"The full educational implications of the self-

1\fulfilling prophecy remain to be explored, but it,seems

certain that the ways the teacher views the student have 'a

significant influen.ce on the student and his performance"

(Putkey, 1970, p. 48).

It is important that elementary teachers be

accurate in' their perceptibri of exhibited elf-concepts.

A systematic observation procedure pr ces data that

would possibly allow elementary teachers to gain a more
.

, 1, '
. A

.
.= .

thorough and exact - description bf the self-concept of a

group within the learning environment.
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Valueof.,the Study

Representatives of the Instructional Objectives
Exchange (IMO met with those educators (repre-
sentatives of Title III programs) on `that occasion
(January, 1970) to indicate that after appkoxi-
mately eighteen months.of 'nationwide searching,
only a few/ affective' objectives and measures had
been located by the Exchange. (I0X, 102, p. 7).

IOX attempted to designIself-reports, both direct

and inferential. They also designed "observational indi-

cators" for use with role-playing or acting.

In some cases, the Measuies were not tried ,out with
learners simply because of thebvious relevance to
the dimension in question. In other cases, certain
measures involving contrived stimuli-were tried
out with learners and revised accordingly. (I0X,
1972, p. 7) .

The review of the literature on self-concept by

Wylie ( 61) revealed that, the study of self-concept had
Yr

--beeD studied laFgely through self-reports. Purkey's 1970
,

updating of the review of literature emphasized that recent

studies of the self - concept 'are in relation to social groups

and reported studies which'emphasized the relationship of

self-conCept to society. However published instruments

which purported to describe the self- concept; of elementary

1 children through observation required contrived

situations and :,collected data on individual, children.

Wylie (1974) reported the lack of systematic observation

within the learning environment..

The classroom teacher is m6-st often viewed working

with children _in groups within the learning environment.

.A.-group self-concept instrument designed to describe group
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behaViot in daily situations tourd allow the teacher to view

the typically expressed _self-concept of tbe group. The dis-

16%played self-concept whith the teacher must enhance or modify

must be: seen within the operational environment. A group

observation instrument collgCttng data on self-concepts

exhibited by learners in a group setting-could be the basis,

for teacher behaviors that facilitate development of

healthY self-concepts in members of the group. Through

such systematic description, a chanhel of communidatiOA

could be opened among evaluators, administrators and

teaches who should be concerned with improving belf-concept.

Assumptions

uThe following assumptions concerning the plausibility

inferring gelf-concept were developed by building

rationales that extended the concepts gained through

.research: The review of related-literaure contains refer-.,
4

ences.that are related to the assumption's.

There .is evidence gained through research that self

concepts are exhibited in consistent and stable behaviOrS.

It..1..s Assumdd,-then,that self-concept within the learning

environment can be obserVed.by persotiS trained to look-for

specific descriptive inditators that Support-the.const-ruct. .. ,:i

.pf;Self-cpndept.

Rese4rthjlas'revealed th'at.there are ,tom-

ponents-ofe.self-concept; those from which :the inner-,
A

.self c-W- 156 inferred through the obs4ryaiVon of and



reporting of e*hikited behaviors. It is assumed that inter-
n`

k

% mediate elementary students behave in ways, that aFq indic-
t

1

ative of their self-concepts.

Research/has further.produCea evidence that the

individual!s self-concept is influenced and modified by-

- association with peei,ngroups,within the learning environ-

ment. I t is aSsymed that the ,total group exhibit a serf

concept that is reflec4d and mirrored to some degree by

all of the participants .therein.

Inference has been a valuable tool to researchers

in the social ' and behavioral iciences. , It. is assumed that

ob.servatian instruments can be constructed 'in such a way

that reliability and validity can.be established.

i-The purpose of this study was influenced by the

three previciuky mentioned A formative *tu,dy
i

to. construct and gather data on an "Observation. of GroUp

Self-Concept. Schedule" and a'parallel _"How I Am At School

Self-Report,." woulp attempt to produce valid and reliable

scales' of frileesurement.

Definitions

Self- concept:. An' absorption of expressed frlins#

reflected'b'y other members toward the individual;,therefoqh
a' composite of perceived valtT.,. attitudes and beliefs which
determine the indiVidualts interpretation and 4rection of
his existence as exhibited by his behaviors. An attribute
of the "total self that is capable of change.



Group $eiE Concept:' A sOcial structure exhibiting

teractions which i ctes values, attitudet and beliefs

that determine the diiectiyn o a group, wherein individuals

mirror the composite group perceptions demonitrated through,

gisoup behavior. An attribute of, a group' that is capabl'e of

change.

Public, Components of Self-Concept: pare,of the

inner self which can be ;inferred by others through obser-'
A .

and reporting of the behaviors.

:

Inference: A conclusion or deduction .from exhibited.

behaviors 'of that which is the concept of self.

Parallel Instrumentsi, Those instruments. WhiCh

contain indicatOrt of behavior on topics wherein, the'

observer infers a componen of- the pupil ' ,self and' the

pupil reports on a,,pir llel component.

It is intended that the majority of terms of

importance be' defined throughout the report of this study,

either in the reviikw of related literature or within

operational definitions

Delimitations

The sample o s study.included only fourth,f,

fifth and sixth graded pupils from a low-socioeooriomic

neighborhood., 'Theiajocity of the pupils were first, gener-

ation Hoosiers whose. parents are native Appalachian. The

life-space of .the child outside of the school has strong

Appalachian'influence.

11
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The daily school experience of the students is

strongly influenced by. the Westinghoute PLAN and therefore,

a highly individualize curriCulum.r-Tne sdhool facili-

ties are open-spaced.

The population, was selected in order to meet the

luation requirements -of a Tftle III_ (ESEA) program.

rrhere'were no accestibleelementarY'Schools wittl,
't

. ,,

.

%.matching:criteria in Which to nelcttest.the instruments..

For the same" 'reapOn:a_control grOup, "was not.selected:
_.'.7 .

4. .

There was :a dearth of materlaltlrelative to measuring
.,.. 1> ° :- .1 -, .. . .

.,. . . 1

the pelf-concept ofaigrOUp.... Therefore, designing. an Instru-
,

. .
.,;...

meInt purporting' to iheasUre'group'selfconCeptdePended.

upon the knowledge of the construct of 'Oelf=toncept:inav

.,Learning- environment, knowldge of designing instruments,.

and a. knowledge, of, as 'well, as. a-familiarity'W the

behaviors ofIntermediate elementaryschOol children.

Summary

To suthMarizei there is much indication

concept may be the most critical, actor' for .reaching

i?otentiii sucCess'and achievement within the learning

that:sef-

:envirdnment. The self-conCePt is formed in relation to

group, perceptions and is in fact dependent upon mirroring,

'the values, bkiefs. and attitudes of significant others.

Observation of self-concept has been. suggested as a

plausibly appropriate and reliable scientifit tool;
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depencient',upon the reliability 6Stablishe0 betW and

among. trained observers.

The purpose of this ;study was' to develo an

"Observatiort of Group Self-COn*pt gchedule" h t-would

eventually allow educators to evaluate the self- concept
11

of intermediate elementary students. This' tudyis sig-
.

nificant in that an observation of group. s lf-concept

chedulehas,not been previously devised', d further., it

...is valuable irt that it-Can provide'the basis for the
/'---

develoi3ment,ot-teaching behaviors.that uld enhande the
4

self-concept of elementary pupils.

It was assume e. that the'selft
0..

A. - 4
4 .

concept-of a-grouotld be obsered d:reCorded in a.

systematic, descriptive' manne4:. asealso assumed, that

a group!-exhibited a self-concept th t was evidenced by

the interactions. of the social stru ture. :Further,' it-

was assumed that inference can-bela.legitimate and
,

. Avaluable tool of research...,

Prtinent4efibitions and delimitations of the

Study` we're presented....

'Organization of the Report'
, . ,

Research defining and supporting the parameters

of the concept -the group has of thelf and references
v

concerning the essential components of 'instrument don-
\

struction are reyiewecrin.Chapter I Chapter III

17
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includes progedurds and instrumentation used within the

study. The analysis and interpretation. the dataare

reported in Chapter IV, an

donclu5ions and recommenda

18

are followed by the summary,

ons in'ChaPter V.

I '

-

12
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CHAPTER ZIO

"REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The folloc4ing references to related literature

include definitions and discussions judged to be supportive

dfia'n attempt to develop and validate an instrument pur-

porting to measure group,self=concept through systematic

observation and, parallel student self- reports.

The process of educating learners is a social
,

.t-process. Although the present'trerid in education is toward

pewnalization and individualization of learning, ele-

mentary student members continue to be assembled in groups.

'Education remains group oriented in relatori4to adminis

'trative,.evaluative and organization factors. "Teachers

are.responsible for and held accOuntable to'some degree

for particular groups of elementary. students (Houge, 1974).

Individual students exhibit and reflect attitudes, valUps

and beliefs that formulate descriptive factors'of the

group.as a whole 4Kinch, 1963).. The self-concept-and

self-evaluation of elementary students depends'to a large

extent on what values, -attitudes,Aoehaviors and beliefs

are acceptable to the group (Coopersmith, 1967). The

concept one child has of himself is modified by fhe,concepV

19
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he has of the grOup and the group has of him (Sullivan,

1953). The self-concept as exhibited by the group repre7'

sents an =area that is .significant in the learning :process

of elementary children.
4

The studies of William Jamessin,1890 and 'Sigmund

Freud in the early 1900!s brought the concept of self 'to

the attention,of eciucatoys and .psychologists. As Ruth
.

Wylie (1974) points out, the Self did:not4receiVemudh

attention from the Behaviorists dUring the.1920!'t. through

the latter. part of the 19400S. ,.kowever, there were

phenomenological' theorists Vtlo contributed to.the studies

of self during.thatpeTiod. Adler (1924) ; Fromm (1939)

Horney (1937) concluded, that. the "conscious self"

41c determined how,a perion.would behave.

George Mead reported that the self-concept of

individuals was influenced by in".temactions with. others.
ipp

14.s

He referred bo the self as the component which influenced

,behavior in that "we can summon ourselves as organizations

of responses into the field: of experience" (Mead, 1943,

p. 371). Mead focused on the self as a determiner of'

transaftional outcomes' among societal members*

Raimy, in ,1943, said:

,=' he self-concept is the pore or less organized
object resulting from present and past self-
observation . . . (it is) what a person belielies
aboUt himself. The self-concept, is the map which
eadh person consults in order to understand him7
self, especially during moments aisis or
choice, (pp. 140-141)

20
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1945, Prescott Lecky prpsented the idea that
. .

individuals will continue to behave'in ways that are con-
c. V
sistent with the 'concept that they have of themsel4es.

Festinger, in 1957, reinforced this concept and, furthered

A added that individuals who internally accTulate

flicting feelings will be compelled to act in sUCK a way

that the dissonance is resolved.

John Kinch (1963) reported,, The individual's

conception of himselfpmerges froM social interaction and,

in turn, guides or influences the behavior of that'

individual" (Kinch, 1963, p. 68).

Definitions

MOst researchers who have focused on selfrconcept

have attempted to formulate their definition of self-
,

concept. Coopersmith reports that "the self is an

abstraction that an individual develops about the attri-

butes, capacities, objects and activities which he

possesses and pursues. This abstraction is,represented by

the symbol 'me', which is a person's idea of himself to

himself." (1959, p. 87) Mead maintains that the self

"is a social structure arising from `social experiences",

'.(1934, p. 140). Rogers concludes that:

The self-coricept or self-structure may be thought
of as an organized configuration of perceptions
of the self which are admissable to awareness.
It is composed of such elements as the perceptions
of one's characteristics and abilities; the per- ,

cepts and concepts of the self in relation to
others and to the environment; the value qualities

21 a
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which' are
ences an0
perCeived
balance.

pegceiyed. as 'associated. with experi
objects; goals and'ideaS which are-
as having positive or. negative
(p.'116)

Combs states that an fndividu'al's Self "isWhat he

believe he is" (1962,-p..52). Combs and Snygg judged
/.

that

4

..4A---

tributed evidence, that the self does evolve out social

interactions and,continues to strive to maintain' -the recog-

nized self. He ,proposed that the drive t6 maintain a con-

,

sistent self was even stronger than'dbme biological-driVes.

. , a
.

The self is the individual's,b.asie frame of refer-.
ence, the central core.- uff which th4 remainder
of the. perceptua7f e d4sAirganiked. In this
sense, the phenoTom nal.kelf is ,both product of
the individual's e erience and producer of what-
ever new experignce he is capable of. (1959, p.
146).' .

J.

.Carl Rogers (1A1), a 'clinical psycholOgist con-. .

Jersild stayed:

)The self is e composite of thoughts and feeli gs
which constitute a person's awareness of his
individual existence, his conception, of who and
what he is. The 'self constitutes a person's
inner world as distinguished from the "outer
world" consisting of all other people and
things. (1952, p. 9)

Jersild was a prominent figure in attempting to relate child

psychology and education. He proposes that although it is
f

not deliberate, a child aCquires attitudes toward himself ,'

and ideas about himself that gradualli "bimpime.The Self.

Trie suggestion that the development.is left to chance

educatioh systematically interferes, is the basis.

N for his studies.

I

2
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e4Maslow 41954) outlined hierarchy fot the stab-'

Iishment.bf Self. Ile concludes that once physiplogical '

Nand safety needs are met, Self becomes of prominent

importance to the individual. / '
t-

In the latft=SO's and early 60's researchers focused

on how the individual evaluates the Self. Eiickson (1963)

emphasized that a,sense of belonging was a necessary

component in &health self - concept. Diggory (1966) con-
.

'cluded.that possessing competencies were essential to the

..Self evaluation and-Jetsild(1963) stated that feeling

worthy improved the evaluation of Self.

coopersmith-(1961) judged that variables of independence,

leadership and popularity influenced self - esteem.

The Self Concept as Defined in
the Learning Environment

Beginning in 1967-68, the research regarding the

Self appeared to center around school achievement and

yc olo development. Although previouS research had:-

produced evidence that a positive'aelf evaluation and con-

cept of self were necessary fot success, it appears that

it Was in the late sixties that the outcomes of cognitive

tasks were viewed as dependent variables. -.PUrkey (1970)

.contributed useful inforMation regarding the role that

self-concept plays'in relationshiP,tp success in scho61.'

He stated,

The best evidence now available suggeSts that it
is a two -way street, that'there is a continuous



interac tion between the self.and academic achieve-:
ment, and that each directly influences the other...

lrkey, 1970, p. 23) I

He further n%de suggestrs orteacher behaviors and teach-
,

ing climates that ein promote a positive self- concept in
:.,

,

elementary school children. Perger. (1951) reported -that
.

when attitudes toward the Sekf and attitudes toward others

0118

wsre correlated, those eleme htarir students with the positive

self- concepts were found tolbe:the Most positive about'
p,

their. peers.

Instrument Des and Analysis
Related to Affective Arers

Observation Schedule
6

The potential of systematic-observation instrU-
ments for usefulness in educational research and
training is enormous. In addition to using obser-
vation data as measurgs.of classroom process and
as outcome measures ill planned change, we may use
obseryation data to provide feedback in teacher
training or to describe the classroom process
existing within a school or training facility.
Observation instruments can readily be used for
comparison of behaviors across grade levels or
programs. One can only hope thatjthe proliferation
of inqtrumentation for reslOrch involving system-,
atic observation will be followed by systematit
use of the most valid and reliable instruments to
measure and elialuate the teaching process across
all levels and kinds of education and training.
(Encyclopedia of.Educatibnal Evalu tion, p. 269)

According to Kerlinger observation can pe considered

in two components:. (1) recording of di ect observations

and (2) asking individuals to report on other's behavior.

Kerlinger further. assigns characteristids of importance

that are involved in observations of be avior. The first

24
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'includes "categories" whicri-he states'"must.be exhaustive

and mutually exclusivep 11973, p.'541) with reference' to
0

. selecting the-indiqators ot behavior that will define the

measured variable.. Secondly, he suggests that.the units
a .

Of behavior willfali along a continuum of degrees between

the "molarapproach"-and the "molecular apPripech4'llherein

tie former identifies whole behavioral components' to.
,

4 observe and the latter describes small segments of isolated

behaviors. ,Kerlinger'S.,thied components refers 'to the

degree to which there is observer inference,, which could

range from a highly descriptive system to a system which

required immediate judgments. to be made in reference to the

behaviors observed.. A fourth category in the observation

system is considered in terms of its degrees of appli-

cability or generality to universal situations; some

*observational instruments are designed for e particular

setting and others can be used or modified for secondary

environments or purposes. The fifth and last component

Kerlinger refers this that of the sampling of behavior.

He stated, "There is event .sampling and time sampling"

(p. 545). The former tefers to behavioral units being

reported and the latter calls or recording segments of

interactions.

Nunnall.y (1967) reports thit when an observer is

asked to report on someone other than himself the validity

of the observational measure is dependent upon the observer.
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He reports,

In. most observational methods, the interest is in
the affective traits 1,f the person being observed.,
and the intention is for the observer to be an
impartial, accurate judge of the traits of Ahe
ether person. (p. 486) .

Hp *tiler reports,that.in contrast to a subjective, highly-
,

judgmental apOroaCh to observation there, can exist, an

objective observation system in.which the observer records

what the subject. does. Although it is the construction

of the'observation instrument that contains an organization

which restricts the use of high-inference or judgmental

criteria, there, is a .necessity for training observers to

use the systems in an efficien't and effective manner; the

rationale being that semantics and ideolects interfere

with accurate or consistant definitions of adjectives .and

descriptors used in sy"stematiciobservational systems. Pairs

of observers must also be trained to interpret scales and

continua with proportional consistency.

McElhinney (1973) reports that in the. construction

of observation instruments descriptors should maintain the

lowest level of inference possible through the use Of

destriptive-terms in order that the observer can record the

actual behavior observed without including inferences,

prejudiced by previous experiences and without biasing.

the reporting with a set of criteria. He. further judges.

that the inferences made and,the criteria .used injudging

the datacollected are a component for decision making in



the evaluay.Ozi process,: The latter statement implies that a

recording data and appl*g criteria tt; it should be_, .'two

-4ifferent .Stage; of A' he :evaluatiie .process.

.There are.apprimately fi .,generaltypes of rating
scales that Can be .used'in connection with the observation
method: . (1) checklist, ,(2 forced-choie itemsi (3) tate-

,

gory rating scale, (4) numerical ,rating scale, and (5)
graphic rating scale. Nunnally7(1967) reports that rating
scales appear to be easy to -iiiOnstruet and consequently that

.. deceptive trait interferes. with the, validity of many rating
scales. He makes the judgment that if construction of
rating scales is .carried ou,t with skill and. knoldledge
then the lnstrUMent4cari be tools for reSearch.

Affective measures lend themselveS more adequate

to the following types: One, the category rating scale
is well represented by thrpo.pular Thurstone (1929) and

Likert.:(193-2) stales of measurement which express approx-

imately thee to five 'statements ranging in various degrees
from favorabit. to unfavorable, or from agreement to dis
agreement.. Second°, the numerical rating scale represented

by GuilkOrd is

,..perhaps the easiest to construct and use....., They.
.als6 yield numbers that can be. birectly used in
statistical analysis. In addition; because the-
'nuMbers may represent equal intervals In he mind.
of the observer, they may aptipach interval
measurement... (Guilford, 1 9 511f p 264)

The graphic rating scale, a third ,affoctive measurement
medfurn, suggests

if\
a continuum with equal. intervals, wherein



adjectivescribe, -the point of referince. , It appeari.,

to be a tOrribination the -first two scales mentioned.
Kerlinger (1973)' states that in spite: of th; possible'

..

intrinsic and extrinsic weakness of Constructing obser-
National systemi"-for' use, that:

aRating scales can anal should be useein behavioral
research. Their unwarranted expedient, and
unsophisticated use bas been.rightly condemned.
But thls do.es,,not mean 'general .cOhdemnation. They
have 'virtues Lhat .make. them Valuable tools of
scientific Kesearch; they require less ti nvli than

= other mettioffs; they are generally interesting
and easy for observers' to' use;- they have a wide
range of application; they can be used for a
large number oof characteristi.cs. It might be
'added.that they can be used as adjuncts to other
methods,. (Kerlinger, 19139.p. 459)

Self-Report Instruments

In a distussion of inventories, it is important
to tqake a'tdistinction between self-inventories and
other types of inventories. By a, self-inyentory
is meant one in .whie:6-',,the ifidiviedual describes
his own 'traits etf.zznumerous types of
items that can-be. 10 .e. iirsif-Inventories.
-Most typically, .th'e subj{e:44% presented with a
list, of statements and asketi to' mask yes - no,
true - false, or agree - disagre. (Nunnally,
1967, , pp. 475-476)

The major concerns about self.reports in the area.
of .iffective measures are related to validity and
`reliability of the instruments. The general related
literatUrei states that the self-reportS. are reliable' if
the find4gs through data^ llection are consistent yitb

.

repeatedlidminfstrations and at they are valid if they
.,are indeed measuring what they cl to measure. A third

concern is that students lack the-knowledge- and maturity



ta make assessmentsrthat,can be heavily relied upon, and
therefore; it is. n cessary to use the self-report-in 'con
junction`' with other' data gatherizig

Rogers 11951) 'sUggestS that the pupil's inter-
-

pretation of himself is trustworthy information and
Allport (1961): states: that the should be,
respected enough. to be believOd concerning his self-report?

Wiley state's?..

We would, like to assume that a subject's
,self-reporevresponses are detetniined.by his
phenomenal field. However, we know that it If _of

would be na}i've- to take this fOr- granted, singe
it is obvious-that "Mich respOnses. may also .he
influenced by the: -a) subject's intent to' select
what he wishes . to reveal to the examiner, b) sub-
iect's intent to say that he. hag attitudes Or
perceptions 'which ,he doesn't have, c) subject's
response habits particularly' tho'se ithrclving
intro'spection and the .uSe of language, and ti)
host' of situational and methodolo,giCal factors
which may not only induce variations of a),' b)
and c) but May exert other more superficial
influences on the response obtained. (1961, p. 24)

McElhiririey ,(1974) Judges that students have difficulty

e.

,.;

in responding to/ the content' of instruments when the students
are involved in an unfamiliar,and difficult skill of the
response process to a new rating scale soliciting a
self-repo\rt. Therefbre, the technique selected for student
response .shotticio be given careful consideration.

The Florida Edpcational Research and Developmental

Council supports the inherent weakness listed by.Wiley.
Gordon., in 1968 suggests that self-report sles mcght

best be used for group comparisons rather than for criterion
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.-- ..... . ,referenced indicators for individual childgen. - Trends

would 'then hilVe a' tendency to reflect realistic concepts
, .

4
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within the learning environment and group interaction would

tend to cancel out individuals' lack of self-reporting.

adequacies.

Need -for Parallel Measures

Michael and Plass (1973) reported that there, was

confusion in the literature as to the exact parameters of -

self-report with reference to elf-Concept. They report
. a lack of congruence in the literature' between self-report

and self-concept measures:.: Cciopersmith' (1967) indicated

that there was a need for a combination of observer

ations and self-reports when ,Collecting 141formation,,:qn the

self-concept. This seems to arise. from the organizational

feature of the self wherein. there are private and public

components df, the self. 'It is pas .ble that there are

overlapping components' which can be demonstrated by cor-.

relAting the observdtion encl.:self-report, me sures .to.

determine the proportion in comMon. Campbel nd Fiske

(1959) demonstrated that multitrait7multimetbOd validation

would mo-likelY produce different,.conStruct factors for

student self-repOrts and observers.

The statigtical. analyses of, the data strongly
indicated that the' se14-concept is a complex entity
Made. up o,f,many constructs, the..validity of which .

is deOntient _upon the rifeaiureinent procedure.
(Michael and Plass, 1973, p..439)



In relation to the:needfor parallel instruments to
I

gather.information.for. the self cioncept; Raimy providet

three principles of the SelfCOncept. Theory which-Opport
k'

the multi-Method process of research:

1. The Self-Concept is a learned perceptual
system which functions as, an object in the
perceptual' field.'

2. The Self-Concept not only influences behavior
but is itself altered and; restructured by
behavior and unsatisfied needs.

3. ItApay have little or no relation to external
relty. (itailmy, 1971, pi.. 99)

The literature referring to the organization of the

self provides support f'pr the.need to gather information.

25

v.
on the self through both self-re rts:and ob'hervatiOnsgt

Purkey proposes' that,

SoMe.Concepts are very,close to the essence .of
self and'So.are locatpd-cloier the center.
Otberconcepts,are_less4central and are located
-tOWardthe'oUtiide Of 'tdafc':Eaqhgconaept:
system, has its ofial

quality
.

One final,dynaMic quality f the self is that
it determines,behaviors. As the self,changes,
behavior. changes.. Individuali are 'gonstantly
-trying.to behave in ways which areilbnsistent
with the ways they view themselves: . . . The
world of the self may appear. to the outsider
to be and hypo theti cal, but to the
experiencing individual, it has the feeling of
absolute reality. (Purkey, 1968, p. 9)

A schematiC drawing of the self as is represented

t.

in FigUre 1 diagrainaticailll illustrates theNariout levels.

Of the self as referred to'in the reiated,li-terature.
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Anal sis Procedurei of Ins rune
Pu 4 r X n to Measur Se n et

Wylie makes an evaluative statement' .f rec'ent
research in the area of self concept:

One notable improyemenf ip .that th re is .more
widespread verbal_ recognition, of the eed for
(a) using instruments. with acceptabl = Levels of
rfeliability and construct :validity; (b) doing
thibrei.' con s trUe t.;yalidaticin- 'work; nd (c 'goalify-
i,ng one's cOnclutions in the lig t limitations
ori thcmeaSUring inOtruments use (1974; 'pt 324)'4.1

The following references to rature ore related
ti? the, problems of,obtaining'reliebil ty and..validity esti"-

'hated. of instruments during the priM ry stages of develop-
ment.. The analysis of data of both, observation. schedules
and .self-rporte. pt;rpOrting-sto meas re. telf-idoncept in --
regard. to reliability' and validity will, be .diietissede..

The evalUatOr.'(keseatliai) ust be concerned
aboUt the quality of the tech AqUes, and:instru-
ments used in interviews; obs rvetions.1:ratings
0d ,tests; and "quality"'is uuall ..defined in;
:terms Of validity and reliab is
the mbre impOrtan of these concepts., but

a.

t
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reliability is ,a .necessary-,. if not. sufficient
condition, for Validity.' .(Encydlopedia of
cational Research, 1974, p. 325)

Reliability
The stancitrds for educational and psychological

tests as promulgated, by APA state: "Reliability refers to
the degree to,. which' the results of testing 'are attributable.
to-syttematic sources of ydrianae" (p. 48).

Kerlinger approaches the definition of reliability; t-by asking: three questions (1) "If we measure the 'same
set 97f 'objects again and 'again with the same or comparable
measuring instrument, will we get the same or similar
results?" (2) "Are the measures obtained from a M'easuring
instrument the 'true' measures of the property measured?"
(3) how much' error of measurement (is) there in a
measuring.instrument?" -.Therefore, "Reliability is the
aCcu4acr,Or precision' of a measuring instrument" (1973,
p. 443).. "Synonyms for reliability are: dependability,
stability, consistency, predictability, accuraCy, (1973,
p. 442).

Nunnally stated:
RandOirt errors of measurement are never' completely
eliminated, but to .portray nature in its ultimate
.lawfulnes0,, efforts are .rioa de to reduce such errors ,
as much .as possible. . To the extent to which
measurement error is slight, a measure is- said to.
be reliable. .Reliability concerns the ektent.td
whiCh measurements are repeatable -by, the same
indiVidual using different .measures of the same
attribute or by different perdOhd using the same.
measure of an attribute.. (4987, pi. 172)
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The estimates of reliability most concerned with

in the observeation schedule was,that of interrater agree -

ment. As has been previously stateethe quality of the data

gathered through the instrument is .dependent upon the raterat

Accoiding to Standards for'EducationAl and Psychological

Tests: "Repots of r4liability.-.studies shduld ordinarily

be expressed in . .. terms of variances of error components,,

standard errors:of measurement or product-moment reliability

-ceelffiCients" (p. 52).'

The'esimate of reliability on self- reports is most..

often 'gained through the test-retest procedure. Wiley

reports,' "Mtefi.t-retest coefficient involving the same,, test.

or apprOxim*teA, qmed testing with comparable forms, may

be necessary to. cla,ify interpretations'of results in

certain studies".(Wiley,:1974,-p. 118). 'Wiley dispu%es

the idea that researchers 'should rely:on the split-half !

procedure to obtain a reliability coefficient due to a lack

of item-equivalency error being demonstratable. According

to Young and' Veldmah further sources for attaining measures

of reliability are through the uSeOf.the t-test for

between group assessment and thelanalysis of variance

technique lOr,the assessment of two or more groups (YOuhg

and VeldMan,...1972).

The aforementiOned literature was considered in

Nhfndetermi g the,research design.(. The techniques are demon-

strated'in Chapter IV on Analyses of'Data.

34
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i, "Most measurement textbooks have a definition of test'
.,,

.

I

validity ghat goes like thie: A test .ii valid if it measures

what it purports tumneasureof(Eticyclopedia of Educational

'.Evaluation 1975, p. 458).

The ,Standards (1974) state:

It is important to note that validitys itgplf
inferred, not measured. Validity coefficiefts
may-.be presented in a manual, but validity for a
particular aspect ofr the test use is inferred from
this collection of coeff1Fients. It is therefore,
something. that is judgedlas adequate, ot' mikkginal,
or unsatisfactox'y. (p. 25) 4

The primary stage of developing new instruments

required two. validation techniques: Content and Construct.

Cronbach reports that:

Adequacy of content is attained by defining the
universe appropriately and representing the uni-
verse fairly in the test. The definition. ought.
to cover the (1) the kinds of tasks, stimuli, or
situtations over which the universe tanges;.(2)_
the kinds Of response the observer or scorer
ought. to count-and (3) the injunctiOn to the.
'SubjeCt.. (1970,

.
145)

'Kerlinger (1973) suggests that a panel ottjudges familiar

with -and competent in 'the measured topic should mai

independent judgments about each itemIn the deveioped*.

instrument. After each item has been given consideration,

Content validation can be.Lreported by the chairman of the
. :

Panel in-a written statement concerning the percentage

.
of agreement among panel members concerning each item.

Content validity itself is considered'nonStatistical".

(Downie; 1970). Although content validity is a necessary.



component of the total validity its contribution is to

'define the domain within which the rater or responder will

perform (Standards, 1974).

Validity established on instrUhmints purporting to
-

measure a construct must further establish construct

validity.

A psychological Construct is an.idea developed
or 'constructed' as d work Ref informed, scientific
imagination; that is, a theoretical idea developed
to explain and to organize some aspects otexist-
ing.knowledge. (Standards, 1974, p. 29)

It is further reported. that,
..s'

Construct validation is an analysis of the meaning
of test scores in terms of 'psychological concepts
or 'constructs'. The grocess of-construct
validation is the same as that by, which scientific
theories are d4velopea.. 1Cronbach, 1970,, p. 242)

Cronbach (19.70) suggests that the process of con-
.

struct validation should inClude internal correlations.

The process of factor analySis allows items to be corre-

lated with each other and result in .an original factor.

matrix. After vakimax rotation to orthogonal or oblique

,simple structure clusters of items are produCed which can

be probed'for underlying structures.

C21/4 According to Rummel .(1970) the orthogonal simple
.

rotation will ensure statistically independent:factors

which lend themselves to further analysis, i.e., using
.

a multiple regression to nique with the faCtors serving

as independent variable . He reportss that the oblique

dimple rotation would al ow for cortelation egg. factors-

30
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Cattel 11952) giugeestii th;1't within oblique
ris. are better defined and the additional
nth pattern and _structure matriciis lend
either heuristic efforts.
arts:
meld of information in proportion toPkd time expeftded on factor analysisEt pt maitsurets seems limited. *it isLn past._ aktpdies) factor analysis- hasre to test extant sel f-concept tests)1 in the onstruction-of new ones.Ld*such di&cappointrnents -and make moreuse of the factor-analytic technique,>le to use the technique from thethe test construction process.
2)

(1973) reports that,. factor analysis is
ea purposes: (1) to .examine cruiViors in
ratify underlying istrtitures and 1.g) to
,.bout the variables. The common factor
Kt through factor analysis provides the
.nformat_ton that describes the various
kci ssibly make up the construct. In z-ela.tipn
'pose 9 - primary stages of instrument con--

A.projecting content or face factors
theses tabe tested Cin terms of 'Whether
of items indeed belong together as pro- -

igesta that the interpretation of factor'
criteria, approaches, considerations and
ltLan. It is the researcher's prerogative



tco decide whether the criteria, will be for purposes of

communication or further inquiry. He states that the

approaches to 'the criteria and consideration can be

descriptive, causal or symbolic. 'The considerations for

interpretation include: loadings,

rotatibn, bipolarity, direction of

32

variance, meaningfulness,

relationship; structure.

And missing data. He further indicates that .the visual

interpretations that are helpful'could include tables,

graphs, plots and Venn diagrams,(Rummel, 1970, p. 473).
, .

Summar

The related lkterature revealed that education for

elementary stud nts remains a process wherein pupils erate

within group oriented learning environments. From ago

inteiaciAns wit significant dthers in the.operational

setting, Andivid al elementary pupils formulate a picture

of himself in re atioAbto the feedback he'recetves, from

*the group as- a whole concerningValuesp beliefs and atti -

tudels. The self-concept of,- the individual is in a forma tivel

stage during the elementary.school years and as it.is

learned through group interaction within the learning

environment, its is assumed that teacher behavicirs and

learning climates. can $e established to influence `positive

self-concepts of groups of students and 'of individtAs

within those groups.
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Although the related literature does not use the

term "Group Self-ConCePt" Am relation to elementary

students, the literature supports the Concept by the

assumptiory made' about the organization of the structure

of the. Self and by the romotion of teaching.behaviors

and learning climates that influence group; of students

in positive ways. The literature on the assessment of

self-reports on self-concept made by the elementary students

is presentlyipromoting the analysiz.of,the data in terms of

group, assessment. "Group Self-Concept" is plausibly and

rationally a concept of the present and of the future.

It ,was determined through the review of related

literature that data gathered through the use of systematic

observations .could be considered 'hard data.' Observation

instruments, in fscto'could be valuable research tools.

The major concerns involved in the construction of

instruments purporting to measurs-aalf-concept,a.ee those

of determining and assessing reliability and validity

coefficients.- The literature suggested that the tegX-.

retest procedure was an adequate process for determining

reliability on self-report measures. and flmther.,,that

rater-agreement as determined through the process of

corrmidhei_on. was necessarlikor observation instruments.

reyiewing the literature for. assessing validity

there was a range of judgments concerning the essential

or necessary approaches to obtain the information on



affective-measurements. anel judgment was supported in

obtaining content validity and factorial analysis was

supported for, the primary 'stages of determining construct

validity.

The need for parallel measures was revealed in t)Ie

review of literature. The rationale stated by several'

sources was that self-concept is a complex: structure;

it is necessary to gain information concerning the organi-

zation of the structure through more than one assessment

medium. Observing behaviors indicative of the self that

is reported on by groups and individuals was judged to be

a necessity.
^

ti
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"Observatibn Of °Group Self,-C.once .Schedule"

was designed to record the ekhibi-ted group behaviors

indiCatiVe :.f the self,-cOndept expressed br elementary

students ini'*gradext: four . through *ix.

For purposes of this research the I Am. At

School Self- Report" was developdd to don in items ?that

would be helpful in .(1) -determining the accuracy of assess-

the studentd Inferred self-concept and (.2) communi-ing

eating the observed and reported self-coneepts to 'school'
. 0{,

pepsonnel. Therefore,- all variables contained' in both

instruments are considered to be "public" components of
the selfrcOncept, publicts, meaning thdsa- from .ahieh the

innenrself can be : inferred throu 4k-dystematic observation
of and collective reporting Of exhibited behaviors pur-

,

ported to be indicative of group seif-condet.

Descalition

Several criteria were: used when considering_ the

content for construction of .tie observation schedule and

the self-repOrt: (1) Items on the- observation schedule

:



,_were to .contairi deOcriptive rather than 'judgmental

Adjectives as much. as Possible. (' ) The reading compre-
yre ion And -CO ceptUar leyels of tile students were Cones

sidered cting the self- port items. (3) The

Ability of the st.tde.ht'i to* respond to self-evaluation
items in regard to
idered.

appropriate response terms was con-

The construction of the "Observation 'o Group Self-

Concept Schedule" initially involved identi ying bebavicSrs
exhibited by itudents in an open-sp'aced'learnin9 environ-,
ment. Extensiye systematic observations of students as
they were involved in..daily learning activities saggested
that pupil behaviors could be classified 'unde5'peer-
interactions, pupil-environment interactions, teacher

'interactions' and behaviors characteristieof physical
self presentation.: For purprIses ocsoirganized observation
indicators, (exhibited behaviors) were grouped within the
aforementioned categories.

Relevant literature was probed to determine the
amount of agreement between the.se observed 'indicators

presumed to be associated with the construct of self-
concept and indicators that other researchers had 1,denti-
fied.

The rationale for developing indicators prior to
close examination of specific items in other measurements

zof self-concept is as follows: An 'assessment instrument.

42



:is- 'en''operatiOnal definition CD ,the:C6nte

measure. ;iiititiuments deSigned to describe,
cam group selto.concept were not available. `Instru-

,

were accessible contained mixtures s-of 'publicmerits. whic

,-

and :private and were, designed to be:used .With.

individuals rat er -tha groups 'of .elementary :StUdents.
L-

The latter were not reviewed' in...Order ;that atr:-Eittempt., at,

:perceiving' and formulating an IDOa.4orial .deanitiorr of

. group. ,sel---f-tcoricePtcoUld odcur:Without,the -interference

of a mind set. of assessment of self--concep't as
the.individUal.

r.

. ,Afterithe; initial cemstruCtion-'of both the .obse

schedule and the self-report" an e na Qn of -exis

f-report ifleas6rements*.were.- observed a to contain .in
cators.. grouPed

data

schedUle judged.

under'similat projected factois.
collection fot fa; -the observatio

: ,to be most appropriate and Inter
pretable'was ,through the placement of each indicator on

ntinuum with positiye and negative

descriptors' at either end. Each -item Was,individuaily

construC.ted thrOugh observing.elementary stUdents and, by
A -

assigning adjectives of exhibited behavior's` which were

perceived to be representative of a positive r negative

self in a leaining environment. Behaviors

which were positive or negative descriptors' of sei.f.concept



did': not` funt-tion- a& weld When they were Merely antonym _ a

when,they were deitriptive,,of' relliStic 'behaviors.
.

The7-se-l-f-rreportArlttrument was design-ea' by-writing
)
first perion statement in behraviOral terms. relating to.

eLiiteM of the ober,ration schedule. The 'terms "always,"

wsoMetimes" and "never ".' were selected: for student responses.'

The range of response' terms considered. contained' art least..
one negative'term. As.a result, the items were stated in

a positive manner. Based. on the experience of the

researcher,students'in grades 'four through, six have diffi-
cUtty with interpreting dole negatives (which a' negative
statement and a negatiVe response- combined produce.)

The item refinement p-rocess included 'several

stages of constructive criticism by evaluators,' counselin
psfikhologists and educatort,*zia's well as repeted use of

the observation form wherein deletions -or- additions

occur. Bath instruments then contained thirty-one indi-

.catorS grouped under four projected face factors. The

fate factors were organiied by selecting indictors that

contained content,.siMilarities whi h could be placed

under a de criptiVe71.abel.

/Scoring was accomplished by assigning points of
4#'

one/through five in ascending order on the five-po,i.rit

-,continuum of the roup obseNration Schedule. The self-

report was asbigned five points to 'the "always" respon*

're



three points .to the sometimes" re nse. and one point to
,.the "never!'. response.

b

Training of Observers and
Administrators

Dott.oral students lit anupper7division program-
evaluatiozh Class were presented with ttie developed obser-
vatic* scirdule-and self-report with 'an oral description,
of the formation and proposed purpose of the instruments.

.
6A thorough explanation of 'each Indicator on the observation
schedule waspreSented with the:simultaneous use.° f a film
which' focused on an entire claSsroom of students (Eye of
the Storm, ABC Media Concepts '1970.)'

'rive doCtoral students and one faculty .member were
asked to collect data using the "Observation of Group
Self-Concept Schedule." Those observers received infield
training through-Using-the observation schedule With

classrooms. The observers were asked to work in
pairs and systematically observe each classroom simul
taneously for twenty minutes: Atthe end of each training
session, pairi df raters were asked to compare an'd*discuss
their judgthents. A group session followed each of the two
training periods., for further descriptions and clarifi-

tions. At the end of two in-field training sessions
it Was judged that ..the raters'. understood the format, the
purposePand Indicators well enough to begin collecting I)

data..
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Theadministrators 4f the elf-report. consisted of

two dOctOrar:stUdentdT.and /a .university facUlty.member who

were considered to-be non significant individuals to

the students i grades f ur five and six. ' Each of the

instrument administrators had previous experience with

elementary students. Instrument administrators wete
. 4

directed to give studeni anoexplanation of why they were

being asked to mark the instruments and to further explain

that there were no right or wrong answers. Directions

consisted of hoi to mark an example statement and to mark

each question only after hearing the.administrator read

it orally.

-N.

.

Sam le

,he sample of-thisstudy included intermediate
.

..

elementary students in a low-socioeconomic neighborhood

school 1n a city of
.
80,000 in Indiana. The majority of
,

,

he students were first generation Hoosierz whOse parents

were native Appalachian.

The daily.sChool experiences of the s4 tudents were

strongly influenced by the 'Westin use "PLAN, and

t- tempted personalization as we/1 as i dividualization.
6

"..Each grape level was taught by three teachers and two

aides", supplemented by/special teachers. The school

r

facilities were open-spaced' and that pupils were asstigned

to ,indiyidual, teachers within grade levels became less

noticeable- as the school year progressed.



Data Collection
.

Observation Schedule.

Five pait:s of
/

pupil grOups'An each grade level. ;Independent pafts.of
,

observers rated a gro& imultaneodgiy :fcir 'twenty minutes.

ned observers rated each of three:.

Data- were co*lected thi gh, the use of fthe thirty-one

item observiation schedu* on seven° gioups of pupils.
_

1 7 ,

..

Three groups each of 'fderth and fifth; gradets were observed.
.

f 1

'k4. .. 1. T

Although /sixth grade students. to .'W,f-breports`

in terms/ of a gkoup being identified- With one teacher,
/

1

'observations made on the sixth grade were Combine due

interaction aniOng all three groups within an operi .

area /at the time of the study.

The org.anizatiOn of data
:15
icoilection and taiiie4ati6n

waS. a major component of the instrument developMent

process. Appendix F indicates the form foUnd to be the

Most .helpful for organizing and summarizing data

41//gatheted by observers.
/

Self-Report Instruirtent

The thirty-one item self-report instrument was

administered to nine groups of students in the fourth,

fifth and sixth grades with the number of pupils in 'each

group ranging from twenty-one to twenty-nine. Individual

students recorded their responsed on the selfreport forms.

after each item Aas read orally by an administrator of

the instrument

1



Pupil 'groUp responses

frequencies 'andpercentetjes

total grade levels an total

were organized .i tem by item.

,,were inetially summarized by

Individual pupil groups,

intermediate pupil groups

The mean item score was

obtained for each, of the aforementioned groups. Appendix

G indicates the form found to be the most helpful for

organizing and summarizing the pupil response data.

Relia4ility

The following procedures for; estimating the reli-

.abiIity of the instruments were reported in order that the

procees.of analyzing' the data could illustrate the necessary

steps for replication, The components of reliability that

'.were relevant to the construction of the observation schedule

arid the self-report instrument were interrater reliability,

mean scores and standard deviations on face factors for
,

individual study ,groups, as wel; as the standard error

of the mean.between groups within each projected rage

factor. Other components .of reliability assessed were the

value' of in 'relation. to. an analysis. of variance of
.

group change and the stability coefficient for a test-

retest procedure.

Interrater Agreement

Interrater agreement was established by correlating

raw .scores of each pair of raters on each study. group

observed.

.



Test- Retest Procedures

A subset of the.sample was selected at random for

test-retest procedures in order to measure the reliability.

N of self-report instrument Random selection of the-

-pdpils-occurred -by arbitrarily selecting one 'of the grade.

levels to be retested after a three' week interim occurred

since the. testing of the total sample.

%.° 43

Forty-six students were selected at random by

drawing their code numbers from the fifth grade pool of

numbers. The rationale for the retest occurring after
- .

.theprimaryCollec")-.tion of the data is d on the reality

--Of using- an operational. 'school enviro t for the source

of the study. Students were available fot research' on

two and only two. occasions. Not all -students could be

available for a test-retest-process. No other schools
t

-were avatIabie-td-th-071b-Searther 'Wherein students were

.eXpOsed .to. the WestinghousesPLAN, open education and

team teaching, 'as yell as maintaining- the same percentage

of ethnic grops. The researcher was foremost interested

in the data collected, on the primary ,occasion and did not

want precuing to occur. Therefore, the test - 'retest

procedure took. place as presented.

The pupils iri the 197373 fourth .and fifth grade

classes' maintained, the same 'teaching teams and area of the

:building,. as ,well as retained eighty per cent of the

student group membership during the following 1974-75

49
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school year: This'allowed an attempt to measure clipnge

student self-reports over a ten month, period wherein

environmental variables were heldcOnstant as much as

possible in education's operational environment

In-February of 1975 the tal saMple of the inter

mediate grades were-given:a revs ed form of the "How I Am

At School Self - Report." The revision included editorial

changes only. The scores of the-first twenty- three' students

on each of the fourth and fifth grade 1974-75-i'oles who

were present for the 1.974 and 1975 test administrations

...were statistically treated thrOUgh the analytis of

variance technique to primarily determine change in

student self-rePorts and secondarily to determine stability

in the Pelf- report instrument

Validi* Measures

4 __Content Validity

A panel of three Education logy Faculty were
, ,

agked'tO make judgments'ConCerningithe content validity

of both'the qf,ervAtion.iCheduleangthe self-report..

The definition of content vali4ity-and the process of

,.. .. ,

s

content ,validation according to Kerlinger (1973) were used.

Construct Validi Nt
,

The,data f ern .the self- report instrument for.the,

total sample was fctor analyz.ed to. uncover underlying
.

dimensions. The factor matrix was, rotated to oblique
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anitorthogonal simple structures for interpretive purposes.

tthe oblique simple structure was used in order that

determined underlying factors could be correlated with -one

another. second purpose 'for. the oblique simple

structure,was to obtaEn clusters of'variables that were
Ak

distinctly defined wherein indicators with the higheSt

factor loadings could be recognized as central members of

he clusters. The orthogonal simple StrUcture-v".ras,used

in order:that -statistically independent factors could be
*

obtained for future research' pUrpoies.that-wouldinclude

a multiple regression technique. F recog-

nized as'a statistical procedure. for.obtaining construct

validity. Appendix H contains the means and standard'

deviations obtained fot
)e

each in cator in the 1*.,..r.eport

prior to factor analysis.

Criterion-Referenced Validity

Criterion-referenced or predictive validity was not

relevant for this stage of development of the instruments

as the purpose was to. d velop the instruments and not to
lk

attempt to forecast other behaviors, such as0"i-eading

readiness." Instruments require estimates of reliability

and validity before they, are meaningfully correlated with

other measures. The aforementioned multiple regression

technique using the data gathered through the Orthogonal

rotation wkil provide,the opportunity for estimates of

criterion-referenced validity to be obtained.
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.t

The statistical design included the'general data

'collection process on the observation Schedule and th

self-report: It further included analyses'attemptingito

Statistical Design

46'

' .

. . _

and validity.obtain estimates of'reliability and alidity.

The statistichl design was Written in tabular form

to insure clarity. Tables 1-through. 9 contain: information

,concerning data type,,lubjects, instruments,, dates of

administration and; the disposition of the data.

k
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TABLE' 1
,

GENRAL DATA COLLiCTION-PROCE S
ON THE OBSERVATION sbixpti,LE

). ,Data Type: Individual -Ohservers.lvecorded date./in terms
j

of a check' Mark within an appropriate poin
on the continuum. Each check was redefined
as aitally mark and as a score for further
analysis.'

Stibjects: All sections of all fourth and fifth grade
.1evels in one building were observed in
individual sections. identified with one'
teacher. The.. total sixth grade was
observed as one grouR identified, with
three teachers.

Instrument: "Observation Of Group Steel f -- Concept Schedule

for FOurth, Fifth and Sixth Grade Pupils"
Eckard, 1974.

'Dates Admin-- November 5, 6, 7, 1974.
istered:

_Disposition
of Data:

Raw scores of individual raters 'and pairs
of raters as well as range of scores for
each five p'airs. of raters' observing
individual, groups.



TABLE.42

4e 48,
411,

GENERAL DATA COLLECTION PROCESS
ON THE SELF-REPORT ir

*--;1

Data. Type: 4Indivi.dtial students. marked _one, of-.the,
4-..

responseS by indicating tifeit%choi.de With

a check Mark. Each thick was' redefined
as a tally mark and as a score.i4r-furiher
analysis. - All intdividual scores were com-
bined into respective group scores:for all

t; .inalyses.

Subjects: 41.All individuals in all sections of fOurth;
fifth and sixth cjrades were administered
the self-report. -

.Instrument: "How I Am At School. -Self-Repor° - Eckard
. -A.

197.4.

Dates Admin-. 'November 61' 1974.
-*istered:

Disposition
of Data:

Group mean scores, standard deviat.iorit4
and standard -error of &le mean for
groups.

54
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TABLE

49

RELIABILITY.MEASURES GAINED THROUGH OBTAINING MEAN
FACISJACTOR SCORE§ AND STANDARD ERRORS OF
THE MEAN FOR GROW WITHIN EACH FACTOR 1

ON THE OB ATION SCHEDULE
:".fr

..

Data Type: COmpdAite 'of .raw scores on each face.fadtor

oAained;by ten raters observing'individual

. Study groups.

Sub j ects": All'fourth, fifth arid sixth grade study

groups.

v, Instrument: -410bservation of Group.SeTf-!Concept.Sched.,

111e for Fourth, .Fifth and Sixth Grade

Pupils'.' - Eckardt
Aki&.

Dates Admi
istered:

November 4, 1974..

Disposition-
of Data:.

Mean scores fbr each face factor .fok

-individualstudygroUPs in grades four an4.-
-

five and for the total sixth.grade group.

Standard etrart of-the mean for groups



IABILITY,MEASURES GAINED THROUGH TEST-RETEST
CEDURES OBTAINING A -MEAN STANDARMDEVIATION

AND RELIABILITY 'COEFFICIENT:"POR A FIFTH GRADE
'SUBSET SELVTED AT RA 9 OM

SO

Data Type'
. rN,

Individual, raw scores and composite grogla

scores.

Subjects: Forty-ix- fifth grade students ;,selected;

0)01at random..

7.
."Meg I Am At-School Self-Report'? - Eckardl

-`. 1974

D'ateS Adtnin- NoVemb4r. 6, 1974, 3t-st- adminisLritiOn.
4-PtPedt

N9VeMber 27, '1971, '2rvid adMinistration...

---,-
Disposition.. Composite raw scores of. the .first and

seccn.1., adtninbstrations were correlated tsp..;

de i-n the relliabilityof the self-

Instrument:

of Dgrtat'';-*

report' instrunients. The Pearson raw score
formula' wirs use to obtain the -ciefficient

It -/

of eorkelatioin.
,
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`!*ABLE 5

TX AS DETERMINED Et PANEL .
THE'P SERVATION SCHEI3IIVE

o . .

Inaigators of publ components. of self.-
'concept placed, on, five-point continuum
fith positive .and neg ye deicriptors
act .either end:,

.

Subjects: ittAll sections of fourth ,and fifth trades as
tell as the total sixth grade population.

. .Instrument: "Observation of Group Self-Concept. Sched-
ule" '- Eckardt 1974.

Dates RevieWell Febillary 1975..

Disposition A panel: of three- Eduation Psychology _

of Data: -0;
.faculty Were asked. to make a formal:
judOrtentincerning.the content _validity
of (the observation schedule. The

definition of "content validity" and the
process of "content validation" according
tiCiKerlinger were used.
Content validity was 'also galled by

reviewing the relatedt literature a
finding. supportive statements or inStku.,

. Mentilndi/Cators'..
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CONTENT,VALIDITY -AS DE' ED BY. PANEL
AGREEMENT ON THE SEX', REPORT

Data'Type:
1.

-First person: stateMent's indiCative- of

-public componentS of self-concept regaiding

the ,Ahtudent's position on his individual

judgment art his ow9 physical-self-

7 presentation, interaction with the

enyironment, peer interil4t4on and inter-
.

action with teachers.

SilbjectS: All fourth and fifth and sixth grade pupils

as well as _subsetS'*.tW'iotal popuratiOn.
. -

instrusilenrt: "How I Am At School Sel,f-Report" - jEdkard,

1974.

Dates
Reviewed: FebrUdb,,1975.

a

C

spo. si tfon PFP.-

of Da
A panel of three Educational Psychblogy

faculty were asked to make a formal judg-

ment concerning the content ,validi ty of
I e.

the self- report. . The defini ti.On o 'Content"

validity;' and the process of -"conten

validgtion! according to Kerlinger were

;.

used.

411

.
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TABLE 7

CONSTRUCT VALIDITY AS DETOMINED THROUGH
FACTOR ANALYSIS ON THE SELF- REPORT

Data Type: Individual raw 'scores.

Subjects: Two-hundred and twenty-hilie inter-
mediate pupils..

InstruMent:

Eckard, 1974.`

"How I. Am At School Self-Report" -

Dates \Id
Analyz January, 1975..

.-rDisposition A factor analysis wa-s emploYeeby rotating-
of Data: -

S

&

the original factor matrix to obliqu
structure. Maximum. iteration' 'for

communalitiesi equal to 1.. The correlation
:*coefficient was held to .95. OBlique

rotation for silkle%loa ngs was performed
with gamma equal to 0.0.



TABLE 8

RELIASILZTY MEASVR S GAIN/D; THROUGH OBTAINING MEAN
FACE FACTOR . .RES AND STANDARD ERRORS OF

'14HE MEAN tort. GROUPS WITNIN EACH FACTOR ,

ON THE SELF - REPORT INSTRUMENT

Data Typti: Composite'vf raw scores. for individual
study groups on each "face Uttar.

Subjects: All, fourth, fift and sixth grade study
groups.

InsiruMent: 12iow I Am At School Self-Report" - Eckardt-.
1974.

Dates. Admin- 6, -1974..i.stAxedl

Disposition
of Data:

Mean score for each fats* factor foP
i'ndiiiidua/ 'study groUps in graft:es four,
five, -and six,' ititlarCt errors of the
fear for group's within each facto.r..
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TABLF,9,

RELIABILITY MEASURES ThROUGH ASSESSMENT.OF
CHANGE THROUGH ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Data Type: Individual raw scores and composite group

scores.

Subjects Forty-seven sixth graders selected dlat

random, from students who were available

for both the 1974 -and-1975. measurements.

-IllstruMent: "How I,Am At School Self-Report" --

Eckardt 1974,. First administration.

Revised form, second.administration.

Dates Atmtp-;
Istereat

A

November 6, 1974, 1st a strStion.

TepUary 13, 1975, 2rid adMinistretion....

. Disposition' Beibileen group variance, within group
of Data:'

r
Neriance, sums of sqUared erroir -mean

squa error and obtained F for analysis

of riance procedure,

4

r.
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In summary, theldevel4ment oc the `instruments took

place as follows:

The instruments were designed to assess group

:behaviors that were indicative of self-concept exhibited by

intermate elementary students.

The construction of the observation instrument was

based on criteria that promoted descriptive rather than

judgmntel items. The formation of the self-report instru'

.merit considered criteria of student comprehension and con-
.

ceptual levels, as well as ability to respond,to.:instru-

ments.
w.

The process of developing both_ the observation

schedule and theself7report inclUde2Vclose examination of

students -in an open -spced:learning environment-and the

review of relevant literature pertaining ;to' self-concept,
111:

to instrument design and-to analytical procedures for

reliability and validity estimates. The process'further

entailed use the ins'trUments

,Clarification and refinement. Evaluators, counSeling

psychologists and educators offered constructive criticism

of the instrument in the primary 'stages.

Observers and administrators of the instruments
.

were trained until the-rdsearcherand the participants were
. .

. .

comfortable with the instruments and the process of data

)collection.

41
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The sample included the total fourth, fifith and

sixth grale,students that e6cOerienced the Westinghouse

PLAN,open education and, team teaching.

The.daia collection process included five pairs of,

trained observers rating each,oftejOupil groups in
ft

each 'grade level, wherein pairs of observers rated a

gioup,simultaneously for twenty minutes. Seven groups,

of,-intermediate grade students were dbserved. The thirty-

57

'one item self7repOrt was administered to two hundred and

twenty -nine pupils organized in respective sections of

fourth', fifth and` sixth wade levels.

Procedures to ;determine rel4ability of both instru--

ments included: obtaining interrater agreement through

correlation of raw scores .for each pair of taters...ort:each',

study. group observed.:W:s'UbSet.of the pOpulatiOn was

"selected at random- for test-retest using the self-report

in order to obtain a. reliability of stability, coefficient.

the scores of students in the fifth and sixth grades who

were available for the 1974 and. 1975 administrations of

the self-report instrument were statistically treated to

determine change and. to determine stability of the self-

Report instrument over a ten month period.

Validity measures included a panel of judges

verifying that.the items on both instruments were,Fepre-

sentative of indicators of self-concept within a- learning'

environment. The self- report data were facor analyzed

At.

I



to ditermi9e underlying dimensions. It was determined'

that an insufficient amount of data 4Sn the ob417ation

schedule prevented factor analysis of the observation

schedule at this stage of data collection.

. A statistical design was presented, in the form of

tables which included information concerning the data

type, subjects instruments, dates of administration or

review and he disposition of data in reference to general

data collection, data collection for the purposes of gain-
,

ing reliability estimates and for the procedural) of

obtaining validity memtres. #

.Chapter IV also inclUdes the analysis of the pro=

4cedures and data reported in this chapter.

.
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CHAPTER IV

'ANALYSISAND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

Thepu se of this study was to construct and

gather data on an "Observation Of Group Self-Concept

SChedule" and a parallel self gepoit entitled "How I Am.

At School Self-Report." This was an attempt at producing

valid. and reliable scales of measurement in the areek;of

sekf-concept of intermediate elementary pupil6. Therefore,

the research design included procedural, organization "that:

specified collection and treatment of data in such a-manner

that thakdati would produce measures of reliability and

vaildtty.

Reliabili ty measures included obtaining interrater

reliability for the observation schedule and a stability

coefficient of reliability through a test-retest procedure

on the.self-reporti. Th a lysis of variance technique.

was,applied in order' to dete ne stability in student's

self-reports over a ten month period.

Validity measures were centered around content and
,.-

Construct validity as tho!pe indices were judged to be the

components of validity appropriate for the preliminary

stage of_instrument construction.
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Both reliability and validity are-inferred from the

coefficients obtained. There was a consistent lack of

agreeMent-,within the related literature as to defined

adequate or inadequate results for' measurements in the

area of self-concept.

Criteripn-relpted validity was not: considered,,

as.an assumption of criterio'n-referenC4 validation is

that the instrumentp in lved alreddy must contain reported

reliability and validity estimates.

Reliability Meas res
*

ervatio hedule.

An ysis of the general collection of data,

revealed mean face factet'scores and standard deviations

for each of the gaps observed.. The face;. factors on

both, instruments were identified by projecting that

indicators with content similarities could be grouped

under a descriptive label. . 4

The variance of the observation schedule as

indicated by the standard deviation of each of the

individual group's factor scores' was minimal:. The obtained

standard error of the mean revealed little variation

between individual groups of students on factor scores.
!.

Table 10 summarizes the analysis of data collected

through the use of the thirty-one item observation 'schedule

onthe following groups. .The possible minimum and maximum,

scores prereportedmith, the projed.ted- face factors. 1
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TABL/A 10

TOTAL SUMS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PkOJEt'rED FACE
FACT0a$ AND. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM SCORES REPORTED

FOR'MAICH'FACToR ON THE OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

Physical Self - Presentation,
9-45) 4

Group Sum, M SD

4-1 :335 33.50 34.89

4-2 297 29.70 30.98

4-3 358.. 35.80 37.29'

5-1 275 27.50 28.74

5-2 308 30.80 32.13,"
5-3 324.; ; 32.40 33.73.

6 .304" 30.40 31.80
k

Environmental Int rac'tion
(7-35)

Sum M SD

272 27.20. 28.29
274 27.40 28.61

277 27V70 28.71

202 `21.39

265 26.50 50 27.64

272 27.20 2 §.37

273 27.30 28.58

Peer' Interaction Pupil-Teacher Interaction
(8-40) S7-35)

Group Sum M I SD Sum pr SD ..

25.0 26.68

23.40 24.66

25.40 .26.39
23.00 .24409

28.30 29.37

26.00 26.93

26.80 ( 28124

4-1 310 31.00 32.19 , 256

4-2 239 23.90 24.73 ,234

4-3 308 30.80 32.04 254
a

5 -I 230 23.00 24.11 230

5-2 297 29.70 430.84 283,

5-3 f 321 32.10 33.39 260 '

6 290 29.00 30.44 268.
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Interrater reliability was a major concern in
14.

If

constructing an observation schedule. Five pairs of rers.
observed each etUdy'groupendrecorded their observations

over a twenty minute period. .The raw scores for each of

the pairs .of observers in each observational circumstance
'

were correlated using the Pearson product-moment formuli.

A coefficient,of.correlation was determined for each pair:11'

of raters.
thy

Thble 111indkcates the correlation coefficients.4.

pairs of raters gaitler,14ng data on individual study gritt,..
,

through systematic observation.

TAB 11

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS roil PAIRS OF RATE
GATHERING DATA ON INDIVIDUAL STUDY GROUPS

THROUGH SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION
.4.

Group Pair A Pair 13 'Pair C

11P=1 .62 .46 .58

4-2 .89 .51 .66

,4-3 .58 .75 .50

5-1 .90 .1i? (.88

5-2 .53 .80 .29

5-3 .88 .37. . .'8

6-14i3 .,?. .62 .54
V

Pair 0 'Pair,.E

.26

.53 *,..

.81.

0

.48

.53 .59...L
i9g.

.89 .83

.58. .30..

,s,;"

;32 4,4,5''

.71 ' .19

!Observations, were made on the combined Sixth grade
group ,due to interaction of the grodps within. an open spaced
area. V.



r c

r.

°

-cent of the pairs pf 'raters obt.ai
on, coefficient of .80 6r grea.tee. Seventy-fou

per p t 'of the off raters obtained a correlation (1'4

coekficiect of .50 ,or greater. Thecorrelation coefficients
were based on absolule agreement:,
. - A

Self- Report' Instrument

-Thy mean and standard deviation were computed for

each section within each grade -level in relation to the
self-reports administered to groups of pupils. Table 12'

presents a summary'of the mean score and standard deiaation
of the seli-reports administeredini stere'd to# all ,groups of: pupils

.

and the related standard ,error of the mean.
1.

TABLE11.2
,

MEAN scoiip AND STANDARD DMIATION. OF -THE SELF.fREPOCET'S
_ADMINISTER-6 TO ALL .GROUPS OF PUPILS' AND

'RELATED STANDARD. ERROR OF THE MEAN

, Group i N M SD SE. =4.14

471 27 108.63/ , 12.63
) '4-2 23" 110.20 9.26

4-3 - .2,2 120.36 16-.7.
.5--' a 21. 1.09.61- '.11.43
5-2 129 ' ,_1°5.62 ''13.24#

. ,,
5-3 , ,.. 24 `,...-,, 117:47 , 10.78

'6-1 --,24.- '`,-;- 20.00 111,41
.,....,..---

67,2. 23 , 112.8.' 410.32,
6--3 22 114.91 12.0j--'

0

Total. 245

69'

0'



Although' sixt grade -itudents--responded to self
R.

reports in -terms ..a group being identified with. one
1

#eactli observations were made on the sixth .grade and
were combined duP tc? the interaction among all thr.ee,
within an open..learning area.

013servers, mean factor. score's were within one point.

agreement 'with mean ;factor scores of reiat self-reports

.

sixty4five per cent of. the time.' Observe s' mean factor
sdOles'-. were ::th ee to kourspoints higher. than relitV self
report mein fact r scores twelve- per cent" of the time,
'and lower by three to ten points 'twenty-two per cent
the time.

t ,.

The the,an scores-and standard-.deviations of the
.,,

i ... t.
prdjected face factors were pained for each ogrotip of

I .

-- self reports, asiyas the standard error of. the mean
-computed for between-group error.

Table 13 presents the summary of a analysis

'the, self-report data for all groups of pupils. The
. .

Maximum and minimum scores fateleach factor'are reported

as are the mean scores darA. deviations fOr face,
0,,r- ':544.

Iictor's and the. related- ndard eror of the means.' 4 4 \ ..-

.

iss

-z
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,
MEAN 'SCORtS AND tTAWDARa, DEV TIONS FOR FACE FACTORS

AND 'kvadvitp.STAIIDARD ERROR OF THE 'MEAN WITH THE
..-MlidIMUM AND MINIM'UM 'SCO S REPORISD FOR EACH

'FACTOR ON THE sELP-REPoRL-

BLE

Physical.Se3,f-rPre4entation
(945)

EmilfronMazytal:-Interacti
(7-35)-

Group SD 3`E = `2.78. SD SE =2.60m

4-1 32.19 1.85

4-2 33.24 3.76
.;

4..3 34.27. 3.41

32.-24, 3.38.

5 -2 . 33.97 3.53.

5 3' 34:12' :1.24

6-1 34.17. 3.68

!6-2 32.13' 3.18

6-3 ;34.22 4.54

25.67 3.84

25.16 '..3.11

27.73 5454

26.71 3.86

27.9-7- 3.01

28.82 3.28

28.75 2.72

26..22 4.19
28.57 3.57

p 7

0,

P_eer Interaction' Student-TeaCher Interaction
(7- 5)" I(8-40). -

er

Group SD Em=1.96

4 -2

27.41

.27.60
r

2.45

4-3 _ -5.40.
.

131.18

5-1 25.81 - 3.40.

5-2, 27.86 4.66

5-3 29.82 . 4.19

46-1 . 10.42 3.88
_

6-2.. 28.87 2.61

11,1 6-3 28.61 .3.69

4
M SD SE

m_-1.78

23.37 4.51

.24.20 3;87

6..52

'2/491 4.88.

26.72, 5.20

24:71 5.17

-26.67- 4.71

25.61

23.52

3.84

4.83



\..
A' test :retest reliability coefficient was . .

calculated
for a fifth gratle if.tbset selected at random from the
original fifth grade sample. Using a three week inter...to

IP 40 qpirr
the Zellability cbefficientXas significant at yie .05I t

.

4
level. //

Tabg,. 14 -Cleki*,i-be S the, sturim.4ey of 'the analysis'

assetsing- the reliability of the' sample.;

'74

TABLE 14

8114

TEST - RETEST RELIABILITY COEFFItIEFi FOR A. FIFTH GRADE
_ SUBSET .USING A THREE WEEK INtERIM

time

23

23 2

11'113.35

116.65

12.98

11.42

I
classes maintained'the same teathing-t6ams and area of the

The pupils in the 1973-74 fourth d- fifth grade

.1 building .as well as -retained eighty per cent of the tudent
J.

o a,-group dusirig the 1974 -75 school year. An attempt to_,
Measure stability in the .student self-report over a ten-

(month period took place by 'selecting a pool of 45 .fifth
and sixth grade ('1974 -75) students whose:self-reports
were available for the first and second measure. Consider-

,ing the influencing vaable of aLtwenty per cent differ-
ce. in makeup .of the, group, the researcher; j.ud

one -way analysis of varianfe for non-correlated grotips
thet



would"be used . This was = based on the'rationale that group

self-Ocnc varies with the "total" groUP and althalugh

the "total". group. Wei riot being measured, it igas asgumed

that the groupotnfluence of 'both 1974 and 1975

was a viable influence on the set-concept . "of. those

Students being measured.

6

An analysis of variance indicatedithati 11-sitjnific-ant

charige as_determined thrOugh .statisli.cal.ranalysA.s was not

'in evidence. If the obtained F is ,viewed. as a..test-retest
, .

reliability coefficient,. there is indica.tion, that the
. .

self-report is stable over a ten-month ,period at the .05

/evel.,

Table 15 includes the summary of analysis of variance

related to measuring ,change in student self-reports over.

a ten-"-mo period.
ye-

TABLE 15
4k

A'UMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RELATED TO MEASURING
CHANGE IN STUDENT SELF-REPORTS OVER A

TEN -MONTH PERIOD

°

I
Source SS DF MS F

bg 310:7 1' 310.7 . 72 p <45-

g 39,938.3, 92- 434.1

Total 40,249.0 93
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Ya1,1-dity. Measures

:Content Validity . ,4,1

The panel of.tEducationai'Vsycholqgy raculty .reported4
that the abservaiioty schedule in& the self-report contained/
a poq items which related. indiividual indicators- 9f

,

public selk-conceOt'.: This .p-icicedure was carried out to t.

investigate the content .validity of both instruments.

AppendiX I-contains verification of -the judgment in.' a. letter

written by the chairman of.the panel.

Construct Validi ty

Tha literature, reported that one ."0-c

contribute to the knowledge of construct was.
-.: ,

the. factor,...analysis.-proCess. -Although' the operatio0a1

.

settitng bas not allowed.for the additional twenty obser,-

vationsnecessary_ for -.the minimum amount of data fora

meaningful factor analysis, a sufficient amount of data
was collected.o.n the self-report instrument in order t6
Kocede with the process.

The analysisoof the data attempting to interpret,

the conttruct volidity.was a-theoretical process, as

well as an analytical one. As factor analysis is not

a one-step prOpis, the following pages will contain
analyses and interpretations "of the: original simple .

oblique rotation describing 'five factors, as well s the
4

. -

orthogonal rotation describing two facto
e
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-,---

with item-delitionS. The Orthogonal.. rotation' was used

wherein statistically independent' factors would be obtained

for further 'research purposes, while .the oblizfUe rotatiin
.

as .used-`4 order that resulting-untibrlying.-factors Could `

be correlated and high.facior' loa'dings would indicate

Central. clater members.

Table-116 presentS-Ithe:factor.:%citri-x for the simple

oblique rotatkon)pri five underlying faCtcsts of the eself-

report.

a-

4



TABLE

FACTOR MATRIX, FOR SIMPLE OBLIQUE ROTATION ON FIVE
UNDERLYING/STRUCTIMMi FACTORS OF` THE SELF-REPORT

2
3
4.
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17_
18:-

.22

.44

eo f
19,
20.
21
22
23
24.

.25

26-0 - .35
27 .56
28.

29 .54
30
31

.32

.26
c .33
.53
.45."

-.14

.'30.

.3g:

. 30

-.41

Eigenvalues1

Cumulative Proportion'
of Totaj.:Varia

'r.H .--7

1 II tt1'
3.89 1.14 .88.

, .
5, .73

.13 616 615' .21 .24

76



"iplirty-three per cent of .-thAtems on the first_ two

.projected ce factqrs clustdifd in two respective groups

when the mt r, x was -rotated to oblique structure. Fifty

seven per :of the .ehr(s in the third projected factor

clusterea as dV-leventy-five per c ent of the items in the

projected fourth face faCtor. .

A.

- 2

The underlying factor structure indrated that

items, throughout the instrument Possibly .clustered around
. -k*

tYte topics of: (I) oommunIcation, (II) feelings toward

the operational\ envirorwent, (III) energy level, '(IV)
f

task orientation, and (V) evaluation of self as seen by

others.' v

Factor analysis highly subjec4tive process with

71

reference to determinin the number of interpretable'
factors. Five factors were chosen for the oblique rotation/

as a noticeable decrease occurred between the eigenvalue

of for:fat-tor five and the .eigenvalueof' .58 for

factor six. As, eigenvalues are the sums of the squared'.
A .- -7

factor "loadingg;- -the cumulative proportion of the total

variance for "11 five factors was considered to be small.

HOweVeri.: the upper limit''On the correlation coefficient.
, " 0!'

was established at .95 wlth the "constant held .00.
-P'

.

As the ini tiaL. communality. estimates were tiare& Multiple
-

.

. , i . . .

correlations, the -stringent parameters the.1,rogram *

(BMDO8M-Fattor Analysii-Revised: Marth 27, l9U-Health

ciences COhputing Facility-UCLA) held the variables at a

minimum rerforMance level.



The oblique rotation allowed., for examining the corre-
on or-int.eraction between cluSters of 'variables. , Accord-

%

,ing to Rununpl (3.9704 , if correlations of .10, or greater/
exist between factors an oblique .rotatigin is justifiable'
and can 'be -used for further heuristic purposes.. Table 17
contpins a f actor/correlation matrix for the oblique
rotation.

TABLE 17

FACTOR CORRELATION. MATRIX FOR THE OBLIQUE
.ROTATION ON ?HE SELF- REPORT

II IV V

1.00 -.22 +.16 -.34 -.08.

1.00= -.01 r.018 +.15
III -.12 -.07

IV 1.00 +.08

1..00

The matrix indicated that underlying Factor
,.revealed negativetrrelationihip*.wi "Factors II and IV P.

as well: as a- positive relation.ship wit i Factor III. Factor
II indicated a negative relationsh3rp with factor IV and.
a dositive.relatiOnship with Factoi4V. Factor III revealed

. A

a slight negative relationship wileh Factor IV.

78

it-
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.0:73

-If the above relationships are referred, back to the
11.

possible labels placed on: each factory it can be assumed -
that environineki tal ands- developmental' varigiles have some
influence on the clustering or non clustering.of items.

It was noted that items numbered seven,
tent' twnty-ihree and twenty-eight-idid.not hav loadings
above .30::. Therefore, those items which contained coin-
munalities..leis than the.ps level peigni.tted were exclUded.
The remaining items were subjected- to simple orthonal
rotation wherein.:_two factors Were cOnisidered for. inter-
pretation as judged by the sudden decrease in the eigen-
value (>02) of the third underlying- 'factor. r

It was determined that possible labels for- the
underlying factors on the simple orthogonal ..rotation were,
(I) teachor'e ctation am:IL. (IX) relaxation within'learn-
ing environment:

The orthogonal rotation procedure was selcte at,.
7this point for future mathemptical rplanip 4t.:fon, eadh

factor would be statistically .independent'°aind could serve..
as an independent variable in multiple regression= analysis.
This process would aid 'criterion-refer nce validity In
seC-ondary stages of the instrumen construction.

a.

Table 18 presents the ..factor loadings for simple
obliqu6-4rotation with item delitions. The upper limit on
the correlation coefficient was establi she'd at .95 and the
constant was held at D.O.



2
3
4
6
8
9

.11

13
14
15

, 16 .

17
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
26-
27
29

.30
31

TABLE 18

'FACTOR MATRIX- FOR SIMPLE ORTHOGONAL ROTATION ON TWO
UNDERLYING FACTORS OF Tie. SVLP-IREpORT WITH

ITEM DELI ON

74

ii

II

I

A-

.53

. 38

.30

.32

.52

. 25

.47

. 27
448
.4,38

.27

. 28

29.

.41

. 31

.44

. 17

.48

Eicienv. ues .11
3.74

ative o "rtiori
Total Va ce: .15:

s 0,

1.04
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Thorough examination of botWfactiguttrices
1 . %

individual alit comparative bases'indicated that there'

ward items which. were weak and not. supportive of the total

_instrument. The degree to, which' they were weak varied-,

WOith=1"'arimax rotations although the c usterings of. the

i&ils in general did not. The factors Were found to be.

ihterpretable even though the amount of variance explained

was nominal to the .extent that no powerful statements could

be made..
As .i major thrust of this reseaAch in the 'desigpri

and construction of instruments purporting to measure'

self-concept s to maintain' a balance between theoretical

and stati5Aical analyses,. the items cdhsided to be

statisipciAy weak were .sciiitinized.fc4- .syn'tactical weak-

nest. t secondary stage 0? instrument ,construction will

use both the systematically logical and' .statistical

analysis for revision-purposes.

The

Correlation of Instruments

relatiohship' betWeen the nObservation of Group

Self-toncept Sche 'en and the "How I Am At School Self--
,w ;

Report!' was determided by. the raw score formula for

Obtaining the. Pearson ru The value r +.55 expressed

strengtth.df 'tlfe .relation'ship-..b"etweenAhe two instru-
.

ments; consequently, there W oula be 3pproximately thirty -

per ;cent variance in common betWeen the

4

41



° ,Summary

The purpose of this study wasAto attempt to ecin

struct instruments yhich would indicate theiriteliibility

and validity through the analysis of therdata collec6ed.

The, rel*obility measures involved intprrater.'

reltability wherein raters were in agreement it the fiity.
.

16 -

per cent or higher level three -f4rths Of: the times.' It

further included a test-retest sproCedure-with an interim.
.

of three weeks and an analysis of variance technique with

an interim of ten months. The reliability coefficient on

the test-r est was .84 (4.05) and -the stability

coeffiCierit was

C

Validity measures which were pertinent to the con -'

.4/

struction of the obserVation schedule and the self-report.
Ai.

A-
included, content validity which a :panel.of judges con-

:cluded items maintained were representative of inditators

of public self-concept.
c. -

Construct validity an 'the bservation,schedule

could not be determined statistically &re to a need.fOr

twenty -nine per cent more individual. xateroberiVation

scores. The factor analysis tecAnique.was possible for

the self-reports wherein the analysis of ,the oblique simple

rotation- revealed five underlying factors' which were

interpretable for purposes.of instrument'reorganization

acid futute heuriStic endeavors. The analysis of the

orthogonal .simple rotation indicated twounderlying

..

82
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j
. . .

,

.., % ,
,

,factors which .irere interpretable a variables in'I future.
-

ITilpdtipl regression.analYsis.. 1, ...,

.,'

7.

he correlation "coeffic.i.etnt' of /5'J between the self-
.

report aiid the observation schedule staltlymorted.- the assump-

tions of the need, fOr parallel instruments to- gather data

. on the complex structure of tie self-concept.

--;
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CHAPTER Ne

SUMMARY, CO USIONS, ?kNI?

RECOZIME TIIOUS

Sumnfarli,.

The--45urpoSe of this study, was to constrqsen-d /gather

de ta an i!Observation of Group ,Self-COncept Schedule"
and a .parallel "How I 'Am At.ichool Self-Report," in an
attempts to. prdduce valid and reliable scales.df fmearstii.rement.
of -gro ,sellf-ccinceptd. 'The significance,
fo Afrinstruments aSSe

sgri ept i was-cons4gOered'a.ValUable s

. '''',

'

th-"e ,study was-

ss nq gioup..gelf--

tU-dIF: to Itfte4

i. . 9
... .

rodu* instruments w...ra.-ch could pro:hde the basis for
A

.presctibing teachtng behaviors .detelopiiikg atmospheres
that would enhance the,g pup f-Concept of 'pui?ifs

, , :,,.
-.. ..,

,Vrb.-des foUr, lve and six: _ s

I"
An assumption, made that the public components

.t, .

of self-concelpt_ara revealed throuojh persistent. and stable

,,./behavi6rs. .*Thereforo,spetaficidescripfive inetators, .
,

could. b'
r ? A

"Schedul-

ystematically Organized to form- an oilTrvation
.

and a' .s .f-report eso Shat data -cdui.d be collected
publid..,sel of groups of ermediate. elem
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A further assumption was that a total grOUp
...

exhibits a. seif-concept that i eproduced by the inter-
,,...,r

.

4

,

'action 'of members and that ihe'individWal. member's

Ibehaviortis both modified;loy'and.exhibits the concept_ the.
.

group has qf itself.

. final assumption%was that observation schedules

could be:construCtea in A 'way th t-"reliability And validity.

could be'established;-therefore, ference-would be a

valuable tool to researchers in the sotial and, behaviofal

.1 sciences.
ay

'Group self-concept was defined as: A. spcial-401/

structure exhibitirig interaction's which indicate values,

attitudes and beliefs that determine the sglf-perdeption

of a,group, wherein,individuals, iiror the composite

group perceptionsdemonitated throu:gh_groUp behavior...

It is An attribute that iacapa leofchange.'

The related literature did not. contain the term

grouP'self-concept, nor did. it o.ffer Wsynoriym for it. -1

_There was, however, much *upfOrt for the concept in

referencrpto the organizatiOnchand str6Cture of the' self,
1,

. as well as in recommendations for analyzing' the data in

terms Of group assessments. The conclusionsof several

StUdies.iptlic.ated.aneedfdr.pakallel inatrUmentf to

gather data on the .complexructure of the -self.

The construction ,of,bekh the obsekvatiath and-

self-report instrument were b-ased on criteria that



'

.I.

o .80

promoted descriptive rather than judgmental items. The

.process of instrument developMent
nation of students in an operational setting' and',reitriew of';'
Ifterature J reilevant to'" se-concept," instrument 'design. '

r

in the effec,tive'domain an analytical procedurei for
reliability !and., validity estimates. .The instruments viere".4.,
expbsed to field testing and 'constructive' criticism f6r-

.-

in-4depth clorification and refinement.
Observers /(nd instrument *administrators were

I,-,trained 9ntil the researcher' wash,, comfort ble with their.
, f

, . .skills in the deta 'colfection propedur .-
Thee samiiie*Thnuded fourth, fifth d sixth grade

pupils who. tger involved Sin the WestinghoUie '"'PLAN-

which includ d computer assisted instruction,' open-
educatiCon team- teaching.

`The' data collection process ineluded five pairs of
,

traink observers' rating each pupil group in each §rade
"'

level, wherein pairs -of- observers -ratea a group simul-
teteousy for twenty minutes. Seven groups of ,students

* ..
were observed and the self- report was administered t-
two hundred and twenty-nine pupils in grades four, five
and six.

Interrater aakement was obtained on the obser-
,/ v.vation.sc eduIe thri:ingh the correlation of raw scores ,tor

each pair of ratters on each study group. Twenty-five
per cenb of 'the -pairs of raters obtained, a Correlation



coefficient of ,T80 or greater. 8ev my -four per cent of

the pai s of rioters obtogibed a correlatibn- coefficient of

r greater.
L

A test.-retest reliability coefficient of 84

(4..05) on the self-report was obtained fOr 23 fifth

graders retested after a three week interim. An analysis

of variance technique revealed that there was not a signifir

81

cant change in 47 sixth grade puPil s'self-,reports and

that a stability coefficient of '.72 (4.5) was:obtained.

R)Dia

. .

.A panel cif Educational Psychology F dTty assessed

the content validity of both.instrUments and agreeetha

both contained a pool of items. which related to individual'

indicators of public self-concept.

Thq analysis of the data attempting to interpret

c(the construct validity wagOa theoretical, process, as well

as -a statistically analyti 1 e. The self-report was

Administered to the total sa e of students and the data
o

was factor analyzed. An ob e simple rotation produced

five factorswhich could b int rpreted for purposes of
.

instrument' reorganization. An orthogonal simple rotation

with i deletion produced statistically independent

variables to be user in a ftkure multiple regression

analysis.

A coeffici nt. of . 5 was obtained betwee i. the

observation sc ule and the selfreport when the total

rurtilif. fifth, a sixth grade. datS *were .COAelated..-



'Conclusi

l; observation and self-report instru-,

:inents..ana, gathering data .with them in order_to produce,
reliable and valid measures was an:ieteresting and,iptel

lectUallystimulating primess throughOut, the entire study.

The major problem thatioccurred initially and continued

to be an.obstacle was the maintenance of a productive

balanC'e-betweeh the ysterriatically logical and the

statistical procedures and analyses. . Fusing the varying

judgmOtts and methods into compatable tools to use in the.

study, 'eventually perovided the basis for intrinsic satis-

faction with the final rocesses and products.

2. A.second!,194b em incurred was the lack of,

mat ials which rovided irfformativeeechniques for

constructing obs tion tnstruments in the affecpve

:domain. Therefore, a research design. could n t. be formu-
Ali

fated in th early tages of dOVelopment., As a result

an excess' v of time was spent in contemplation of

treating data in a .variety of method?in order to de rmine

the most beneficial procedures which would lend themselves

to' mote' colpetent analyses.

3.. Ekamination cif the raw data on 41 of the

:!!Observation of GrOup Self- Concept Schedule$ revealed

that rateks-apPeared to not mak use o f the extreme ends

of both'COntiduumMu It.Wfi reported bythe'raters'that

they were co mfortable with indicating that a group-:



(,...

exh*ted extreme 'posi ti or extreme neg.4tive character-

* -14,

Ot, .1411. Isticst, It-was concluded at.Athe revised observation

schedule would contain ..a Seve*point continuum: As
r.

t

variation wils interpreted, as negligible, it is assumed'

that an expanded continuum would perhaps allow a more.

thorough studI9 the variation that would exist within

faCtors in contrast to.the variation between .factors.

Consequently, within. group and between.gro4p variance

Could more plausibly be scrutinized for environmental
p

variables effecting dispersions. ,
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Although observation pchedule indicators constructed

Withonppridofacontirmurncontainingtwoconcepts did
Y4

not appear to interfere with the data collectibn proCess.
. "

initially, it was judged that the indicators should be

revised to contain only one concept within each

descriptor. his 'decision was based on the rater; having

td; spend extra time with those more complex.items.

4. The indiyidu .self-report dati,;also revealed
k

little variation. ith the observation scedule, it
, i

was judged that esponse limitations interferred

with obtaining akiispersion-:of scores that revealed useful

between-group and within-group variation. Therefore,

the organizatiop of, he response system on the'self-

repot will be ch

"always" to_"neve

-allow for inter

n e to a linear continuum ranging from

redet ned verticle marks, will

even-point.continuum. Many



students attempted to,use a
I. .

th16responsik method by placin

left of each response box,

5.

tunity to
4P1,

ntinuum-tYpe appro act within
t

an "x" to-thejar right or.

a

The,estatistiCal analyses proVided the oppor-
.

study the rel onship between observer dati* and

Self-report data. The majority of projected mean factor

scores of both .inst =tent,' were withi se pro mity'
or

to each other. "'The' ,isperAion Agor s assigned to the

pee interaction factor and to the:pupi-teaher inters

action factor appeared to maintain a broader range dri.the

self-reolOts of most groups.

that students and teacherkacein 'a

the majority of the time; therefore

varying degrees of contentment with the-146ractions arid.

POssible conclusions are
.

consistent. manner
I

110U-PilS4.elprt their'

...

the aters

,i)r

port the observed, assumedly Consistent17

int ractiOn. It could be concluded that when comparing

observation and self-re0Ort data.that.means rathe4 than

variance should be focused upon;

6. Thee analysis-of variance technitie was used

based on the assumption that theoretically the groups
(

being measured were non-Correlated. As-it could.be

argded. that the groups ..should bei:cOnsdered for cor-',

relational statistical analysis only,it.could be proposed

that a t.Ltest for correlated grouPs .could be performed

in order -t9L obtain a,reliability, coefficient. As the

analisis of variance technique is mere stringent, it could-
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be dolSluiled yit the oqtained coeffl.cient in Tabae 15
. ....--

would be even greater. .

r
.1)

...,)

d

A
)111 ,7 7. The , faCtO 'analysis o f the self-report data

using the oblique:simple structure revealed items that
,

. .were not supparti ) g tpe_tnstrument"Or. factors .therein.

A second factois
;anal; )iis performed on the self-report'iyt, 0 f .: -1 .

inStrumet udi-ngiSn Orthegonai rotation revealed that'

'theiirWere weak itemsi-but, thl degrees to which they were

a
a

'weak varied with the rotation. A major conclusion reached

was that while statistical analysis revealed strtngths

and 'weaknesses of the concepts 'within an instrume nt, in

the formative stage of development it was adliatielgeous

a t t er p t to improve weak concepts t ihro3.tgh revision of.
.

syntactical or organizational stracture rather than

eliminate them.

8. The correlationof the telf-report instrumenie:. . .

angl the.observation schedule. revealed th.at
, .

cent of their total variance was held ixj common.

thirty per

It
s.

be concluded-that the assumed, amplty of the .self"thei

requires a riety,.of media through 'which data cam be

Collected on the, reported and infe'rred public components,

If i systematic observation schedule llow sig-

nificant adults within the. learnien envfronme t to be

th4pty per cent more accurately aware of the group

Perceives itself, teacher- -behaviors and 3:earning. environ-
.

Merits could bekurther modiLled to enhance the group self-,-
s.

concept.

"



9. The "Observation of Group Self-tCoricekt

4.bedtIle" 'And . the' 4oHow Z AmAt Scha.o*I-764447Reportoi were
,

, J. I

-cOnsi.dered tebe in a :ormative level' ofellevelopmint.,'.. .

The-analysis of data gathered through. the 'instrument- ind1,-

/
cated strengths and weaknesses' -which were- reviewed in

rder to refine thdhStruments for use. Thet"refined.

Appendixinstruments are 'located in Appendix D and

r
. '\ . .. Recommendations

4 ,

:11 r

1. It is recommehd,gd if this study is replicatedt

that a research design be 'formulated. in the primary Stages:

of development wherein likata ,collection techniques, data
1

. . .coding, data preparation and analyses be. determined. If
. . .

computer prograMs are goitlg to be :Used, it is reCommendea
.

.
. . ..,

that program: selection talc"e place: in the primary stages
- .

in-Order tfiit fakililiarity with the ,mechanical aspects of

Iceypunchingt Ajob sUbmissiOns and interpretationof
.

- -

printouts be possible.
.

).
2. A second recommendation is tttatt a balancebe.

maintaindd between theoretically logical and statistical

approachesrilh .constructing the instruments :and, analyzing

the data. Statistical procedures. are "designed to be

helpful- in dbcision- making' and are not designed to provide

dynamiC prameters to Aeve asebstacles to research in.
f "

.the behavioral eciences.' .'Neither can it b assumed that

relying on frequencies and percentages, will provide the
17'

quality needed to make.inte111,9ent liad this

a
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study inttially'rel4ed on statistical power' analysis and

the pure. Statistician's AssUmptions, then'it would not have

*een-begazi. However, had the analytical techniques not .

been used in later stages of the study, futUre heuriettic.'
, wendeavors woUld.be near iitiPossible*

4.
t

3., A procedUr4 t t is s-recomulended fo in -depth

-review of fthiS data is that -data &414-s be examined. to

tompare self - report scores and observati7 scores With

refeidOte to ,grade -level and:Projected face factors..

:Further insight -can be gained from compering' rdter'cOrre7,

lation coefficients with the'fac4 faCtor meariscores,and

standard dev ations within andjbetween,groups. It is
R'

recommended that the,same procedurAs _take place with .data

collected with, these instruments on ether samples. in

Order to determine similarities and differencet.

4. In recent years pupils areincreasinglY exposed -'

.

to,educ4tional experie\ncet which _emphasize social and

emotional growth.as well as new approaches,to tognitiv,

development. Desp the added expectations ; the total

growth of the pupil Within the proposedinnOVative

.practices are often deteimined by thetraattionl cog-,

nitive measures alone. Programs .hat soci#11y and

emotionally stimulate teachers and children become defunct.

due to myths that those areas cannot be measured and by

the lack of`aVailable instruments4thatmedsure

theaffective &math in such,away that results can be

(ir .

Ir.
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tably use4. Therefor70.....it is recommended that the

revised instruments be use to gather data on the concept

groups have of themselves. Consequently, teacher behavicirs

.!and classrO9m'climates can be established that will pro-

v Mote the, chances thAt elementary students ;.Will deVelop and

maintain''. a positive self-conpept.

r 5. Vin illy; it is' recommended that researchers

direct decision making school personnel to these and
I.

other products of measurement in the affective areas and

Assist them withlIkplications of the outcomes. Without

the intermediary step of communication, research is of

little' use to -teachers who wial be ultimately held

accountable for the groWth of -their students and of little

use tb students who will,contihue to be assigned successes

or failures, good or bad, based on their achievement /test

scores.

1
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IIA L. STATE UNIV_E RS ITV MUNCIE. INDIANA .4730

TEACHERS COLLEGE

Doparimonf of EciueoPlonal Psychology

Ms. Pamela Eckard
Doctoral Candidate
Department of Elementary Education
Ball State University
Muncie, Indiana 47306

Dear Pain,

April 24, 1975

You have asked mg Lo make a judgment on the content validit of
the instruments you hAve developed and are uging for your doctoral
research - - - the Group Self- nce t Obgervation Schedule for Elementvpr
Pupils and the How I Am at Schoo Self-Report. I am pleased to do so.

First, with regard to both instruments the item statements seem
logically related to the aspect of self-concept they are measuring.
These siltements represent some of the items that could be used to
assess the various facets of self-concept of elementary school pupils.
Second, with regard to'the intended parallelism between the two scales,
the self-report items on the How I Am at School Scale seem to be
logically related to and.-could measure some aspect of the factors'of
self-concept with which the croup Self-Concept Observation Schedule
deals.

CMB/cas

Sincerely,

Carson M. Bennett
Professor of Educational
Psychology a
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APPENDIX B

SELF-CONCEPT OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

FOR ELEMENTARY PUPILS ( 1 9 7 4 )



SELF - CONCEPT OUS :3CHEDULE
FOR ELEMENTARY PUPILS

Eckard 1974

PhylAcal Self-Presentation
0

Posture1.1
Contributes to activity
or self-presentation

( ) ( ) ( )

1.2
alert, active Energy

( ) ) A

1.3
attentive, observant

1.24

skillful, purposeful

1.5
approtriate., to situation,
pleasant

1.6
clearly articulated,
enunciates

1.7 j
clean, orderly

1.8
responds to, contributes

1.9
highly excessive

(

(

( ) interferes with
activity or self-
Presentation, distra

tive

e

(
( ) sluggish, in-
active, letharac

Concentration
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) indifferent,

inattentive

Body Movement
) ( ( ) T-T' ( ) reckless, de-

structive nervous,
jumpy, unsteady

Voice Volume
) ( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ( )

:pen

Appearance
( ) ( ) ( )

Humor
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) too loud, bo-
isterous muted: too
soft

.

muffled, uncle:

( ) soiled,,aare-
less, dirty.

( ) contributes
excessively

Facial Expression
)" ( ) 1/4( ) (_ ) ( )

no expression



Response to Physical. Environment

2.1
uses .for intended purpose,
careful

2,2
uses independently

rsi

2.3
restores after\tAse, maintains

(

2.4
at ease, comfortable

2.5
touches, handles

2.6
accept*, completes

2.7
indudtrious, deligent

Books lnd Mterials
( cTT mnrs, defaces

destructive

Competence with Materials,
) ( ) T-1 TT need assis-

tance, depends on
others

Concern for Defined Area
) ( ) ( ) ( ) does not,re-

store or maintain

Attitude
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

discontent,
uneasy

10G

Tactility
( ) ( )

( ) refrains from
touching, avoids

Response to TAsk

" avoids
goes through'

motions, feigns
completion

Attitude Toward Task
) ( ) ( ( oblivious, in-

active



Interaction with Peers

3.1
relates to plensantly, openly

( )

Response t(' Peers

/

1

ifyloren, avoid
exco:;sive in-

teraetton

3.2
assumes individual responsibility Parallel

( ) ( ) 1 ) ( ) dominates, con
trols

( ) ( ) ( ) withdraws,
submits

3.3
resourceful, creative

3.4
humor, warmth, agreement
optimistic

3.5
co-operative, compatible

IndLvidual Work
( ) ( ) ( ) ( T ( ) repetitive,

imitative

Contribution to Climate
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) CTdestructive,

condemns, pessimistU

Rapport
7) ( ) ( ) ( ) hostile, anta-

gonistic

3.6 .

seeks contact, social

3.7
independent, self-reliant

3.8
appropriate to situation

10 7

Positioning
) T) ( ) ( ) isolates, with-

draws

Attitude with Peers
( ) ( ) ( ) t ) ( ) dependent,

relies on peers

Physical
) )

Contact
) ( T- ( ) ,initiates dis-

ruptive, or abusive
contact

) ( ) ( ) avoids appro-
priate contact



Interaction with T(vchers

4.1-
responds willingly, open,
trustful

4.2
'initiates with purpose, or
contributes openly

(

4.3
.relaxod, warm, friendly

Hap port

) rp,10(7ta openly
avoids

Discusstn or Canveration
( J CT remain

silent
( ) ( ) ( ) initiltes un-

necessary conversa7
t ion

Pupil/TeaCher Climate
) ( ) ( ) ( ) (-1 Tense, unsure

rigid

4.4
enthusiastic, stimulated ri'acher Directed Activities

( ) ( ( ) (7 critical,
discontent

4.5
seeks contact with

4.6
respectful, courtebus

1Tositionina
( ) (,) ( ) avoids, with-.

Araws

Consideration
) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) disrespectful,
rude discourteous

) fawning, ex-
cessive falttering

14.7

discerns and responds to humor Perception of Humor
( ) ( ) -(-) fails to dis- .

cern humor
( ) ( ) ( ) perceives humor

where none exists
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How I Am #t%Sehool
Self - - Report

For Elementary Pupils' In
Grades Four; Five & Six

Eckard'1974 c

Always
Scrier
times Never

,

I. The way I, stand and sit helps me' in school.

l

.., ,- ...J

2. I have enough energy to, work and play fal school. .

.
.

1.
.

3:- ITay attention to the things I am wotking on. .

.
.

,-.-

.

4. When'I movelround I do not others. .

.

5. My voice is not too'loudor too soft at school.
,-

.

v. I speak so my classnates understand me.

7. fil.y clothes and hair look nice to My. classmates,

W
8. I laukh when funny things happen in school.

.

, ,

9., I show how I feel by smiling or frowning.
.

10.. I use the'Schbol's books and materials carefully. .

. ,

. ,

. ,,
11. I.how how to use the boo48 by myself.

.

*
12. ,I keep my workin :s. area straight.

-IR. 'NV classroom area is a comfortable place to be.
.

14J, I do pick up and handle things at schoo .

'15. I Complete'the work I am given to do at school. .

1



'Some-
'Always times

,

16. I work hard and do my best on assignments. ,
..

.

.

17. I am ni e to the people in my classroom.
. -

-,
w
1

.

-

18. I do my share ofkthe work in the classroom.
. ,,...

,
4 ,

.

/19. I make things that are different from things
Others am making. 4

/

11
.

,

20. I do things to make my classmates happy.
.

-. ,

21. he people in my-classroom4I wolk well with
,--'

t
,

_ \
.

22.

.e-
a

enjoy being with my classmates.
*'

-
c...%

123. I can Work alone when.I need to.

4 ,

24.
,k

I like to be near my classmates.

25. I trust and depend on my teachers. P

26. I talk to my teacher about things that I do
at school.

27. I am raaxed witOprmy teachers.
4,,

.

.

2e. I like to do t things my teachers plan.

29. I like to be close to my teachers.

, .

,

30.
t

,4

I respec and um nice to my teachers.
.

.
.

31. I like to laugh tin my teachers tell funny
stories or jokes 1 h the class.
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Rater
Date
Grade

Time
Section

Observation` of Group Self-Concept Schedule
For. Elementary Pupils in Grades

"Four, Five and Six
Eckard

Revised 19754.c

Physical Self-Presentation

la
contributes to activi-
ty or self-presebtation

Posture
( ) () T ( ) ) ( ) ( )

1.2 4 Energy
Alert, active ( ) ( ) ( 7 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1.3
attentive, observant

1.1g

skillful, purposeful

1.5
appropriate to
situation, pleasant

1.6
clearly-articulated

1.7
clean, orderly

.1.8

responds to,
contributes

1.9
highly expressive,

Concentration .

( ) ( ( )( ) ( ) ( )

Body Movement

( ) ( ).( ) ( ) ( ).( ) (

,Voice Volume

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).

Speech

( ) ( ) -C-17T ) ( ) ( ) ( )

) ) )

interferes with
activity or self--
presentation

sluggish; inactive,
lethargic

indifferent, inattentil

reckless, destructive

boisterous or muted

muffled, unclear

soiled, careless

Humor
( ) ( ) c7( ) ) ) does not resoond or

Jcontribute to

Facial Expression
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) C) ( ) ( ) no expression



Response to Physical Environment

2.1 Books and Materials .ae

uses for intended CT ( ) c ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) inars, defaces,

purpose, careful 'estrubtive

2.2 Com petespce with Materials
uses independently ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (,) ,npeds assistance,

depends on othes

2.3
r stores after use,, '

.

i

aintains

2.4 '

at ease, comfortable

2.5
touches,; handles

2.6
accepts -cpmoletes

2.7
industtious,
deligent

Concern for Defined Area

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

Attitude \

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

Tactility
( ) '( ) ( ) ( ) (

Response .to Task

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

Attitude To and Task
( )g ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 'oblivious, inactive

) ( ) does not restore
or maintain

./

) (' ) discontent, uneasy

) ) refrains^trom
touchingl'voids

£

) ( avoids or feigns
completion



p

3.8
appropriate to
situation

. -

Interaction with Peers

3.1 ResDonse to Peers
- relates to pleasVntly ( ) t ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ignores pee'rs or

openly interacts excessively

.3.2 Parallel
assumes individual ( ) ( 77-7-7) ( ) ( ) ( ) dominates peers or

resoonsibility with paws, or submits

3.3
resourceful, ebedtive

3.14

humor, warmth,
optimistic

3.5
eo-operative l
compatible

Individual Work
) ) ( ) ) ) ) itive, imitative

Nip

Contribution to Climate
( ) ( ) ( ) (') ( ) ( ) destructive, pessimistic

Rapport
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) hostile, antagonistic

3.6 Posi ioning
seeks contact, social ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) isolates withdraws

3.7 Attitude with Peers
indepent, self-reliant ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (-)( ) ( ) dependent, relies on

peers

Physical Contact
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )-T-) ( ) ( ) initiatr,s abusive contact

or avoids contact



Interaction with Teachers
a

4.1 , Rapport
responds willingly, oPen,( ) ( 7( 1T ) ( ) ( ) ( ) openly rejects or
trustful avoids

Ld

4.2 Discussion or Conversation
initiates with nurpose, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) remains sile6t'or
contributes openly initiates unnecessary4

discussion

4.3 .

relaxed warm
Pupil/Teacher Climate
-( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) tense, unsure; rigid

4.4 Teacher Directed Activities
enthusiastic, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) critical, discontent
stimu..ated

h.5 Positioning
seeks contact with ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) avoids or withdraws

Consideration
4.6
respectful, courteous, ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) disrespectful, or

fawns excessively

4.7 - Perception of Humor
discerns and'responds ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) fails to discern humor
to humor or Perceives non -

existent humor
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APPENDIX E

HOW I AM AT SCHOOL SELF-REPORT

(REVISED, 19-75)
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School-

'Name

Grade Section
Date ',

t'

How I Am At Sbhool Self-Report
For Intermediate Pupils in Grades Four

Five and Six
Eckard

Revised 1975 0

r ti

s' Always Never

1. The way I. in school helps me work.

2. I have enough energy to work and play in school.

3. I pay attention to things I am working on.

4. When I move around I do not distutb otherd.

5. Other people hear me when I talk.

6. 'I speak clearly enough for my friends to
understand me.

7. My classmates think that I look nice.

8. I laugh when funny things happen at school.

9. r show how I feel by smiling or frowning.

. _

10. I use the school's books and equipment carefully.

11. I know how to use the books myself.

12. Ii keep my working area straight.

13. My classroom area is a comfortable place to'be in.

14. I do pick up and handle things at school.

15. I complete the work I am given to do at school.

16. I work hard and do my best on assignments.

17. I am nice to the people in my classroom.

18. I do my share of the work in the classroom.



19:- I make things that arepifferent from things
others are making.

20. I do things to make my classmates happy.

21. I work well with the people in my classrocm.

22. I enjoy being with my classmates.

23. I can work by myself when I need to.

2h. When I should I sit or stand close- to
my classmates.

25. I trust and depend on my teachers.

26. I talk to my teachers about things that
I do at school.

27. I am relaxed when my teachers are around
me.

28. I like the way my teachers help me learn
how to do things.

29. I like to be close to my teachers.

30. I respect and am nice
J
to my teachers.

31. I like to laugh whe my teachers tell funny
stories or jokes with the class.

119
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APPENDIX F

FORM USED IN SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTED BY

OBSERVERS ORGANIZED AROUND ITEMS AND

REPORTED IN ITEM SCORES ASSIGNED

BY RATERS
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EXAMPLE OF FORM USED IN SUMMARY OF DATA

COLLECTED THROUGH STUDENT RESPONSES

Grade
Section Always Sometimes, Never

Item/
Mean .Score

f % f % f % f %

4-1
v-

4-2

4-3

Total 4

5-1

5-2

5-3

Total 5

6-1

6-2

6-3

Total 6
.

.

I

Total 4, 5, 6



APPENDIX G

EXAMPLE OF FORM US ED IN SUMMARY 0 F DA TA

COLLECTED THROUGH STUDENT RESPONSES

REPORTED IN FREQUENCIES AND

PERCENTAGES

1'



OBSERVATION OF GROUP SELF-CONCEPT

ELENTNTARY PUPILS IN GRADES FOUR,

PoSture

4).

SCHEDULE FOR

FIVE AND SIX

1.1 Contributes
activity or
presentation

to
self-

,

interfe with
activity or self-
presentation

4-1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )

ti
4-2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

4 -3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

5-1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

5 -2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

5-3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

6 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

l.)2 alert
(/

Enetqy

4-1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )' ( )

4-2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

4- 3 ( ') ) ( ) ( ) ( )

5-1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )

5-2 ( ) ( ) ( ). ( ) ( )

5-3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

6 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

wit

123

sluggish, inactive,
lethargic

9



APPENDIX H

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OBTAINED FOR

EACH INDICATOR. IN THE-SELF- REPORT

PRIOR TO:',rACTORIt4.NALYS/S
N;

,.---

1-
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MEAN AND STANDARDJ)EVIATION OBTAINED FOR

EACH INDICATOR IN THE SELF - REPORT

PRIOR TO FACTOR ANALYSIS

Indicators Mean Standard
Deviations

1. 2.99 1.00
2 4.33 0.98
3 3.74 1.13

3.14 0.93
5 3.26 1.19
6 4.17 1.13
7 3.63 , 1.16
8 4.21
9 3.77 1.20

10 4.64 0.83
.11 4.40 1.00
12 3.48 0.99
13 3.27_ 1.39
14 3.45 1.17
15 3.78 1.08
16 4.25 1.00
17 3.50 1.03
18 4.08 1.05
19 3.48 1.15-
20 3.37 0.92.
21 3.5& 0.99
22 4.11 1.07
23 4.27 1.13
24 2.23 1.40
25 4.11 1.21
26 1.18 1.26
27 3.27 1.21

30

3.51
2.99
4.03

f 1.04
1.a5
1.a5

31 4.07 1.24


